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ACT ONE 
 

The Headteacher’s Office of a small primary school. Present 
day. It is very early on a Wednesday morning. An Ofsted school 
inspection is about to begin.  

 
Stage Right is a solid desk with a phone, an in-tray full of papers, 
pens and an empty glass tumbler. A jacket is on the back of the 
desk chair. A flipchart with pens stands in the corner of the room. 
 
Centre stage is a coffee table surrounded by three chairs.  
A glass paperweight secures a stack of papers. 
 
Stage Left is a door that leads to the reception area and rest of 
the school.  
 
Upstage Centre is a sash window overlooking a courtyard. 
 
Downstage Right is a door to the Headteacher’s toilet marked 
‘W.C.’ 
 
A central wall clock says 7.50am. 
 
The Headteacher’s Office is empty. There is a firm knock at the 
door and deputy head MISS CLARK enters from the reception 
door, head buried in a file. SHE wears a sharp suit, a silk scarf 
and carries a mobile phone. SHE is fiercely Welsh and means 
business. 

 
MISS CLARK Geoff, I’ve got that data you needed...(SHE sees the room empty 

and puts the file on the coffee table.) What? Were the hell is he? 
We said seven forty-five. We’re getting behind schedule. (SHE 
turns to go and her mobile rings. She answers and checks no-
one can hear) Hello...look I’m a bit tied up at the moment...no not 
literally...(reluctantly) Alright, I can do... eight thirty tonight.... 
(Very firmly) And you know what’ll happen if you’re late? 

    
(SHE ends the call abruptly and exits the Reception door) 
 
(After a moment there is a more cheery knock at the door. MS 
EVANS enters backwards from Reception carrying a vase of six 
red carnations in one hand and a clutch of post in the other. SHE 
is a doting, long serving, School Business Manager-cum-
Secretary.) 

 
MS EVANS Good morning headteacher (SHE turns to see the room empty) 

Geoff? I thought...I must be going mad. (SHE arranges the 
carnations on the desk, leaves the post in the in-tray, sees the 
jacket on the chair and dusts some dandruff from the shoulders. 
SHE sidles to the toilet door and knocks gently.) Geoff?  Are you 
in the loo? (Whispers) Did I overdo it with the chillies? 
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 (SHE waits, then checking behind her, she kneels down to peer 
through the keyhole). 

 
(MISS CLARK enters from reception holding a pen and 
clipboard. SHE sees MS EVANS kneeling) 

 
MISS CLARK Lost something Ms Evans? 
 
 (MS EVANS stands as abruptly as she can) 
 
MS EVANS Miss Clark, sorry. Its Geoff....(corrects herself)... Mr Thomerson 
 
MISS CLARK And you need to peep through the keyhole to know that? 
 
MS EVANS No, I mean, I’m not sure if he’s in there. 
 
MISS CLARK Can’t you just knock like anyone else? 
 
MS EVANS I did. It’s just.... 
 
MISS CLARK When you get the call from Ofsted, Ms Evans, the call of nature 

isn’t far behind. 
 
MS EVANS Yes, but... 
 
MISS CLARK It’s natural to be nervous. Nerves can be a good thing. Of 

course, I don’t suffer myself. Are you sure he’s actually in there? 
 
MS EVANS Yes. Well, no. Not completely, but it’s nearly eight o’clock. He’s 

always in school by seven thirty, on a normal day. And today is 
not a normal day. 

 
 (MISS CLARK  knocks confidently on the toilet door) 
 
MISS CLARK Geoff? Geoff, are you in there? We’ve got about... (Checks 

watch) Christ.....twenty four minutes before the inspector arrives. 
(SHE tries the handle but the door won’t open.) It’s locked. 

 
MS EVANS Yes. It’s always locked. Mr Thomerson keeps all his confidential 

documents in there.  
 
MISS CLARK Really? 
 
MS EVANS  And the stock of paper and toilet rolls. He says stuff just walks 

out of the building. It’s his Scottish roots. 
 

(THEY both listen at the door) 
 
MISS CLARK Look, he’s not in there. 
 
MS EVANS But his jacket’s here.   
 
MISS CLARK He’s probably in the staffroom doing some last-minute rallying of 

the troops. 
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MS EVANS  I checked there. 
 
MISS CLARK Then he’s probably on a final tour of the classrooms. 
 
MS EVANS But I did a ring round. 
 
MISS CLARK Did you try his mobile? 
 
MS EVANS No, sorry. I didn’t think... 
 

(MISS CLARK gets out her mobile and dials) 
 
MISS CLARK He doesn’t go anywhere without his phone. 
 

(After a moment a mobile phone rings from inside the jacket on 
the chair. THEY both stare at the jacket. Then MS EVANS 
removes the phone from the inside pocket and answers it.) 

 
MS EVANS (Into the phone) But he doesn’t go anywhere without his phone.  
 

(THEY stand there thinking for a moment. MS EVANS puts the 
phone back in the jacket.) 

 
MISS CLARK Look, I’m sure there’s some perfectly reasonable explanation. 

He’s got the schedule. (SHE taps her clipboard) Terry wilI know. 
He’s the eyes and ears. (SHE dials her phone and waits.) Terry, 
have you seen Mr Thomerson?..(Impatiently). No, I didn’t know 
they were blocked.......Eeugh!....Sorry. Well if you see him can 
you tell him I’m looking for him. Urgently. (SHE ends the call.)  
 

MS EVANS   Nursery toilets? 
 
MISS CLARK Overflowing again... God, this is ridiculous. Twenty minutes till 

the inspection begins and the headteacher’s nowhere to be 
found. We’ll never get an ‘outstanding’ at this rate. 

 
MS EVANS But we’re all ready aren’t we?  
 
MISS CLARK I’m not sure you can ever be completely ready for an Ofsted 

inspection. And now we’re getting off schedule. 
 
MS EVANS But you and all the other teachers were here until late last night. 

The school looks fantastic.  Terry’s even polished the hall floor. 
You’d never know any children actually use the building. 

 
MISS CLARK The devil’s in the data, Ms Evans. Forget about the polished 

floor, the school trips and the richness of our curriculum. It’s all 
about the data. If the numbers don’t stack up, we’re toast. 

 
MS EVANS I’m sure you’re on top of it. I know Geoff.....Mr Thomerson was 

here till well after midnight. 
 
MISS CLARK (Eyebrows raised) Oh, really? 
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MS EVANS (Quickly) Well he was planning to be. (Indicating Miss Clark’s 

clipboard) So there can’t be much more to do on your checklist.   
 
MISS CLARK I didn’t think I’d need add ‘finding the head...’ Now, whilst we’re 

waiting for our...great leader....to show up, have you put flowers 
in all the classrooms? 

 
MS EVANS Yes. Let’s hope the inspector doesn’t have allergies. 
 
 (MISS CLARK ticks her list) 
 
MISS CLARK And put refreshments in the meeting room? 
 
MISS EVANS I’ve got some pastries keeping warm in the oven and a plate of 

custard tarts. 
 
MISS CLARK (Ticking list) Excellent 
 
MS EVANS I hope he’s not diabetic. 
 
MISS CLARK  And you’ve started the coffee aromatherapy? 
 
MS EVANS Colombian Dark Roast is already wafting down the corridors. 
  
MISS CLARK Good. And did Terry... reserve the parking space? 
 
MS EVANS  (Counting on her fingers) Yes, he reserved the parking space, 

put the traffic cones out and checked the infant playground for 
needles and used condoms. 

 
MISS CLARK Excellent. (Indicating the contents of her clipboard) You know, if 

we worked in Finland, we’d escape all this nonsense. 
 
MS CLARK Finland? 
 
MISS CLARK Best education system in the world and they don’t have school 

inspections. 
 

 (There is a knock on the door) 
 
MISS CLARK Come in. 
 

(TERRY the caretaker enters from the Reception door. HE wears 
all-in-one plumber’s overalls, elbow length rubber gloves and a 
baseball cap. A bunch of keys is attached to his belt. He holds 
out a yellow plastic duck. He is one of life’s rougher diamonds. ) 

 
MISS E/MS C (Together and disappointed) Terry! 
 

(TERRY is taken aback and surprised) 
 
TERRY What? 
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MISS CLARK We thought you were Geoff. 
 
TERRY Knockin’ on his own sodding door? 
 
MS EVANS Profanity is the last refuge of the ignorant, Terry. 
 
MISS CLARK Never mind that, Marjorie. Terry, have you seen him or not? 
 
TERRY No. But d’you see this?  
 
 (HE holds out the plastic duck and waits for a response) 
 
MISS CLARK Terry I’m not sure we have time for one of your caretaker rants. 
 
TERRY Site Manager. It says Site Manager on my job description.  
 
MISS CLARK Yes, well we haven’t got time for one of your Site Manager rants 

either. 
 
TERRY Three times! 
 
MISS CLARK This really isn’t the time or place. 
 
MS EVANS And you’re dripping on the carpet. 
 
TERRY Three times! 
 
MS EVANS Three times what? 
 
MISS CLARK Look this is no time for maths games. 
 
TERRY Three times I’ve been up to my elbow in u-bend, unblocking 

those stinking nursery toilets. And three times it’s been this 
stupid plastic duck. What are they teaching those kids? 

 
MISS CLARK Terry, they are only four years old 
 
TERRY When I was four I didn’t flush plastic toys down the toilet. Not 

that I had many toys...or a flushing toilet. 
 
MISS CLARK I know it’s wrong, but they’ll learn.  
 
MS EVANS They probably took it for a swim. To a four-year-old, the toilet 

pan is as good as a pond. 
 
MISS CLARK They’re only experimenting.  
 
TERRY Experimenting, my arse! Plastic ducks float, This one must have 

been forced round the U-bend. Deliberately drowned. That’s not 
experimenting. It’s vandalism....and cruelty to animals. 

 
MISS CLARK When I finally do catch up with Mr Thomerson this morning, I’ll 

pass on your message.  
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TERRY I blame the parents....and the children....and the teachers. 
 

(HE begins to exit and puts the plastic duck on the coffee table) 
 
MISS CLARK Thanks for sorting out the parking space for the inspector, Terry. 
 
TERRY Once I’d got the cones back from the roof of the music room. 

Kids?  Hooligans, more like. 
 
MISS CLARK Point taken. Now why don’t you go and check on your U-bend.  
 
TERRY And would you believe that someone’s parked an enormous Jag 

in the staff car park this morning and gone off shopping. A Jag! 
Cheeky bugger! 

 
MS EVANS Terry, really. Profanity is the effort of a feeble brain... 
 
MISS CLARK Yes, alright Marjorie. Terry, just get their registration number and 

we’ll publish it in the newsletter. 
 
TERRY No need. They won’t be able to drive it away, unless they’ve got 

a pump. 
 
MS EVANS Terry! 
 
TERRY It’s the only way. Need one of my boots up their backsides, just 

like the kids. I tell you. I’ve got lots to say to that inspector. 
 
   (HE exits to Reception) 
 
MS EVANS He doesn’t mean it. 
 
MISS CLARK I think he does. (Checks her watch) Eighteen minutes. Where 

the hell is Geoff? 
 
MS EVANS Why don’t I go down to the staffroom and kitchen and you do a 

sweep of the classrooms. 
 
MISS CLARK It’s not on the schedule...but okay. 
 
 (The mobile inside the jacket rings again. THEY both stare at it.) 
 
MS EVANS That might be him. 
 
MISS CLARK Calling his own phone?... Go on answer it? 
 
 (MS EVANS takes out the phone and reads the screen and 

hurriedly puts it back down on the desk between them) 
 

MS EVANS It’s Mr Thomerson’s wife. 
 
MISS CLARK And? 
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 (MS EVANS pushes the phone on the desk towards MISS 
CLARK) 

 
MS EVANS She’s already rung the office twice this morning. You’d better 

answer it. 
 
MISS CLARK But you’re his secretary. 
  
 (MISS CLARK pushes the phone back towards MS EVANS) 
 
MS EVANS School Business Manager. 
 
MISS CLARK You’re his School Business Manager. 
 
MS EVANS But you’re......(SHE pushes the phone back to MISS CLARK and 

then takes a step backwards)...closer. 
 
 (MISS CLARK stares at her, perplexed) 
 
MISS CLARK (Exasperated, answers the phone) Hello?..Hello, Mrs 

Thomerson. It’s Philippa Clark here....no, I don’t normally answer 
his phone....it was just ringing,  so I ....on the desk here....in his 
office...yes, in the school...and Geoff just.....(SHE sees MS 
EVANS pointing at the WC)...popped to the loo. Yes, we are all a 
bit anxious this morning. Can I leave him a message?....Of 
course I will. Thanks for calling. (SHE ends the call and turns to 
MS EVANS) She says good luck. 

 
MS EVANS We’re going to need it at this rate.  
 
MISS CLARK Now I’ll check classrooms and you do the staffroom and kitchen.   
 
MS EVANS Right. 
 
MISS CLARK (Checks watch) Meet back here in five minutes, no later. 
 

(THEY both exit the Reception door. There is a moment, then 
TERRY knocks and enters from Reception, holding out another 
yellow plastic duck) 
 

TERRY You’ll never believe it....(He sees the room is empty and stops in 
his tracks.) Gordon Bennet.....where’d they go? 

 
 (He goes to put the plastic duck on the coffee table and notices 

the glass paperweight. He picks it up, examines it, and puts it 
into one of his overall pockets. He places the plastic duck on the 
coffee table in its place. His phone rings, making him jump.) 

 
TERRY Hello? (whispering anxiously) Linda!... I told you not to call me 

today...yes, I got your text...and your photo...you really should 
put some clothes on...Linda, I’ve got to go....No....just stay in the 
house... (HE spots the carnations on the desk) I’ll bring you 
some flowers later... (He blows kisses down the phone.) 
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 (TERRY ends the call and takes all six carnations from the vase. 
He takes two in one hand and four in the other. HE looks at both 
hands in turn and decides to take the two. HE goes to return the 
four to the vase, but changes his mind and keeps the four and 
returns just the two to the vase. HE ‘rearranges’ the two forlorn 
carnations and turns to leave, tucking the four down the top of 
his overalls. HE then exits to Reception.) 
 
(MISS CLARK enters from the Reception followed by MS 
EVANS) 

 
MISS CLARK ...and none of the teachers have seen Geoff either. I had to fob 

them off, saying he’s knee deep in paperwork. 
 

MS EVANS  Maybe he... just popped out for something. 
 
MISS CLARK Well he needs pop back pretty soon. The Breakfast Club children 

are already beginning to arrive...God, this is insane...(To herself) 
Come on Marjorie, we need to think. 

 
(There is a moment as they think. Then suddenly the loo flushes 
from the head’s toilet. THEY both turn to look at the loo door.) 

 
MISS CLARK Thank God. 
 
MS EVANS I knew I wasn’t going mad. 
 
MISS CLARK He must be more nervous than I thought. 
 
 (THEY both go and wait by the toilet door. After a moment, MISS 

CLARK realises this looks weird and waves MS EVANS away. 
They busy themselves nonchantly. MS EVANS adjusts the 
depleted carnations on the desk. MISS CLARK reads a file. After 
a moment MISS CLARK checks her watch) 

 
MISS CLARK (Quietly to MS EVANS) It doesn’t take that long to read The 

Times Educational Supplement. Do you think he’s eaten 
something that didn’t agree with him? 

 
MS EVANS (Slightly indignant) Spaghetti Arrabbiata is his favourite. 
 
MISS CLARK Spaghetti what? 
 
MS EVANS Arrabbiata. With chillies. (Covering up) He said he was having it 

last night........(Hurriedly) having pasta that is. 
 

(MISS CLARK knocks loudly on the toilet door.) 
 
MISS CLARK Geoff? Are you alright in there? (No answer. MS EVANS picks 

up the glass on the table and puts it to the door, listening.) 
Anything? Can you hear anything? 

 
MS EVANS Only you asking if I can hear anything. 
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MISS CLARK Sorry 
 
 (They are silent for a second) 
 
MS EVANS I think....I can hear.... 
 
MISS CLARK Yes? 
 
MS EVANS ......snoring. 
 
 (MISS CLARK takes the glass) 
 
MISS CLARK Let me have a go. (SHE takes the glass and puts it to the door 

and listens) There is something. 
 
MS EVANS Yes? 
 
 (SHE lifts the glass away from the door and sniffs it and offers a 

sniff to MS EVANS) 
 
MS EVANS Oh my god! 
 
MISS CLARK Brandy. 
 
MS EVANS But he doesn’t like brandy. It’ll be whisky. He’s a Scot.  
 
MISS CLARK Whisky. Brandy. Whatever. 
 
 (MISS CLARK knocks loudly on the door) 
 
MISS CLARK Geoff! Geoff! (No response) Jesus. I didn’t know he drank. 
 
MS EVANS He likes a wee tipple at weekends. 
 
MS CLARK And during Ofsted inspections. (SHE rummages through his 

desk and brings out an empty bottle bag and a bottle lid) There’s 
a lid, but no sign of a bottle. He must have it in there with him.  

 
(THEY look at each other) 
 

MISS CLARK Oh.......my.......god. 
 
MS EVANS  Geoffrey? 
 
MISS CLARK What are we going to do? 
 
MS EVANS Let’s not panic. 
 
MISS CLARK Not panic? An Ofsted inspection is due to start in (Checks watch) 

fifteen minutes and the head has necked a bottle of scotch and 
locked himself in the toilet. For all we know he could be lying 
beside the bowl, unconscious in a pool of vomit. And you say 
don’t panic. 
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MS EVANS (Now concerned) Geoff? Geoff? It’s me...Marjorie. Speak to me. 
(To MISS CLARK) Do you think he really could be unconscious? 

 
MISS CLARK If he ever comes out I’ll make sure.  
 
MS EVANS Philippa! 
 
MISS CLARK (Aggressively through the door) You stupid Scottish pillock! 
 
MS EVANS I never saw any sign of this coming. 
 
MISS CLARK You never do. 
 
MS EVANS What must be going through his head? 
 
MISS CLARK I’d say about twenty units. 
 
MS EVANS But why today of all days? 
 
MISS CLARK You mean apart from your job, your livelihood and your 

reputation being on the line if Ofsted don’t like what they see? 
No, I can’t think. 

 
MS EVANS He wouldn’t do anything stupid, would he? 
 
 (MISS CLARK just stares at her) 
 
MS EVANS I mean anything more stupid, like trying to hurt himself. 
 
MISS CLARK I do hope so. 
 
MS EVANS Like slashing his wrists with bits of broken whisky bottle? 
 
MISS CLARK I’d settle for choking to death on the loo brush. 
 
 (MS EVANS begins to bang more loudly on the door) 
 
MS EVANS (Almost hysterical) Geoff! Geoff!   
 
MISS CLARK You said don’t panic.  
 
MS EVANS (Starting to wheeze) I think I’m hyperventilating. 
 
MISS CLARK Oh, for God’s sake Marjorie. I can’t have both of you 

unconscious. Sit down.  
 
 (MS EVANS sits at the desk. MISS CLARK picks up the bottle 

bag and puts it over MS EVANS mouth and nose.) 
 
MISS CLARK Take some slow deep breaths. (MS EVANS does) Look we 

heard the flush go. He must be conscious. I think we can count 
ourselves lucky he’s not singing The Bonnie, Bonnie Banks of 
Loch Lomond at the top of his voice. Just try to keep your head. 
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MS EVANS (Between gasps) If only we had one. 
 
MISS CLARK And come up with a plan. 
 
MS EVANS (Between gasps) Why don’t we just come clean? 
 
MISS CLARK Come clean? 
 
MS EVANS (She puts the bottle bag on the desk) Tell the inspector. I’m sure 

he’ll understand . 
 
MISS CLARK Understand? Ofsted inspectors? Marjorie, they’re only called 

Ofsted because the name Gestapo was already taken. They 
have no understanding of the real world. It’s not in their official 
guidance. If Ofsted find out about this, we’ll be crucified. We’ll fail 
our inspection. It’ll reach the Press. There’ll be reporters, camera 
crews. The school will go into special measures. 

 
MS EVANS Oh my God! 
 
MS CLARK And it will be crawling with Ofsted inspectors for the next twelve 

months. None of us will ever get a job anywhere else. No-one 
employs teachers from a failing school........And I was thinking of 
applying for headships before the end of the year. 

 
MS EVANS And what would happen to Geoff? 
 
MS CLARK He’d be put on gardening leave. 
 
MS EVANS But Geoff hates gardening. 
 
MISS CLARK Negotiated reference. Quiet exit through the back gate. 
 
MS EVANS Geoff would lose his job?  
 
MS CLARK His job. His reputation...and his pension. 
 

(MS EVANS takes the bottle bag and puts it back over her mouth) 
 
MS EVANS (Gasping) And our plans for retirement in Tuscany. 
 
MS CLARK Our plans?  
 
MS EVANS (Gasping) His. His plans for retirement. San Vincenzo. 
 
MISS CLARK We’d be looking for a new head before the term’s out. 
 
MS EVANS (Dreamily) It’s on the coast.  
 
   (MISS CLARK sits down dejectedly behind the desk) 
 
MISS CLARK (Suddenly thinking) Yes. And there’ll be an opening for a new 

head. An opportunity for someone else to stamp their own 
distinctive mark on this school. 
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 (MISS CLARK begins to get comfortable in the seat) 
 
MISS CLARK (Lost in herself and stroking the desk lovingly) Someone smart 

and ambitious and with a vision to make this school become truly 
outstanding... 

 
MS EVANS  (Glaring at her) Which would be awful. 
 
MISS CLARK Yes (Snapping to) Yes. Which would, of course, be awful. Who 

would possibly want to take over under such circumstances? 
 
MS EVANS Yes, what sort of a low life person would want to walk in a dead 

man’s shoes. Or sit at a drunken headteacher’s desk... 
 
 (MISS CLARK stands quickly) 
 
 (There is a knock at the door and TERRY enters from Reception. 

This time he is holding two more yellow plastic ducks) 
 
TERRY Unbelievable. Absolutely believable. It’s murder on a massive 

scale...absolute ducktricide. There’s a whole ruddy flock stuck up 
there. They’re in every cubicle. I’ve had to turn the water off at 
the mains. 

 
MISS CLARK Terry. Can I just stop you there? There are much more important 

matters. 
 
TERRY Not to me 
 
MISS CLARK No, not to you, but to me and Ms Evans. 
 
MS EVANS Yes. Terry. Have you got the key to Mr Thomerson’s toilet? 
 
TERRY You what? 
 
MISS CLARK  The key to the toilet.  
 
TERRY And this is much more important than my murdered ducks? 
 
MS EVANS It’s very urgent. 
 
TERRY Can’t you use the toilets next to the staffroom? 
 
MISS C/MS EV (Together) No 
 
MISS CLARK Have you got the key or not? 
 
TERRY No. Only Mr Thomerson’s got the key. He’s taken to storing all 

the paper and toilet rolls in there....used to be stored in my room. 
 
MISS CLARK That explains it. 
 
TERRY Let me see if one of my other keys fits. 
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 (HE moves towards the toilet extending his keys. MS EVANS 

and MISS CLARK rush in front of the door and block his way) 
 
MS EV/MISS CL (Together) No! 
 
TERRY Eh? 
 
MISS CLARK No. It’s fine. I was just......undertaking a health and safety check. 

Ofsted are very hot on health and safety. 
 
 (SHE takes her clipboard and looks down the list) 
 
MISS CLARK There it is. Number twenty-three. Toilet door key. 
 
 (SHE makes an exaggerated tick on her checklist.) 
 
MISS CLARK  Excellent. Thank you, Terry. Please keep us posted on the duck 

hunt. 
 
 (TERRY is puzzled. HE begins to exit, leaving the two ducks on 

the coffee table next to the first one.) 
 
TERRY If you ask me, it’s those pesky kids that need flushing down the 

bog. 
 
 (HE exits to Reception) 
 
MISS CLARK Look it’s no use. I think perhaps you’re right. When the inspector 

gets here we should just come clean. 
 
MS EVANS What? 
 
MISS CLARK Tell the inspector what’s happened. About Geoff’s ‘problem.’ 
 
MS EVANS He hasn’t got a ‘problem.’ 
 
MISS CLARK He has today. And telling the inspector is a solution. 
 
MS EVANS You’ve changed your tune. What happened to the Gestapo, the 

press, reporters and camera crews? 
 
MISS CLARK I just can’t see any way out of it. 
 
MS EVANS Look Philippa. I know you’ve been desperate to take over the 

reins from Geoff for some time. 
 
MISS CLARK I don’t know what you mean. I’m perfectly happy being deputy. 
 
MS EVANS You don’t seem to be. 
 
MISS CLARK What are you saying? 
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MS EVANS If you think by telling the inspector, Geoff will get the sack and 
you can then swan in and take over, then you’ve got another 
thing coming.  

 
MISS CLARK But, I’m not the one pickled in whisky. 
 
MS EVANS No.....(thinks) but I think I hold the trump card. 
 
MISS CLARK I’m sorry? 
 
MS EVANS Let’s say I know about your reputation for being........strict. 
 
MISS CLARK Everyone knows I like to keep a tight rein on my classes. 
 
MS EVANS It’s not your classes I’m talking about.  
 
MISS CLARK I don’t know what you mean. 
 
MS EVANS  Your.....extracurricular activity? 
 
MISS CLARK What? Table tennis club? 
 
MS EVANS No, but forehands and backhands do come into it. 
 
MISS CLARK I really don’t know what you’re getting at. 
 
MS EVANS I think you do, Miss Clark....or should I call you...Miss 

Correction? 
 
MISS CLARK Miss what? (Flustered) That’s ridiculous. 
 
MS EVANS Don’t deny it. I’ve seen your website.....And so has Geoff.  
 

(MISS CLARK takes the bottle bag from the desk and puts it 
over her mouth) 

 
MS EVANS But he thinks you’re a brilliant deputy so he’s happy to 

remain....how might you put it?.......Gagged? 
 
MISS CLARK (Gasping) You must be mistaken 
 
MS EVANS I don’t think so, Miss Correction. 
 
MISS CLARK Must be someone who looks like me. 
 
MS EVANS The school uniforms are a nice touch.  
 
MISS CLARK This is preposterous. 
 
MS EVANS And I know where you have your tattoo. 
 
 (MISS CLARK unconsciously reaches for her inner thigh) 
 
MS EVANS It’s an odd way to pay off your student loan. 
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MISS CLARK (Between gasps) Look, if what you were saying had even the 

slightest grain of truth in it, what I or any other member of staff 
do in our own time is none of your business. 

 
MS EVANS It is if it involves my ex-husband.  
 
MISS CLARK Ex-husband? 
 
MS EVANS Always fond of a girl in uniform...Should have deleted his 

browsing history... It’s funny, but in different ways we both 
wanted him to get knotted. 

 
MISS CLARK It’s outrageous..... 
 
MS EVANS It is isn’t it? So if you don’t want your grubby little secret to be 

accidentally leaked to the governors, the parents or the Press, 
let’s say we make this inspection work, shall we, Phillipa? 

 
MISS CLARK But... 
 
MS EVANS Seems like for once, it’s your hands that are tied. 
 
MISS CLARK (Pointing to the W.C.) But with the snoring Scotsman out cold in 

there, how exactly do you propose that we make it work? 
 
MS EVANS You’ll just have to take Geoff’s place. 
 
MISS CLARK Me? 
 
MS EVANS Yes. Sort of dress rehearsal for when you finally do get 

promoted. 
 
MISS CLARK But Geoff’s already spoken to the inspector on the phone. The 

inspector knows the head is a man.  
 
MS EVANS Can’t you pretend? You’ve got......quite a deep voice.  
 
MISS CLARK (Hurt) No I haven’t. And anyway, Geoff’s name is on all the 

paperwork. We’re just like every other primary school. The 
headteacher is the only member of staff who’s a man. 

 
 (There is a knock at the door. TERRY enters from Reception 

holding a large stuffed armadillo in his rubber gloved hand. MS 
EVANS and MISS CLARK stare at him and then at each other.)  

 
TERRY You’re not going to believe this... 
 
MISS CLARK (Interrupting and unctuous) Terry. Young man. Good to see you. 
 
TERRY (Taken aback) What? 
 
MS EVANS Good to see you 
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TERRY But my armadillo... 
 
MS EVANS (Mumsily) It’s lovely. Let’s put it on the table with the little duckies 

shall we? (SHE takes it.) Come and sit down. 
 
 (MS CLARK takes a chair and puts it centre stage. SHE and MS 

EVANS stand either side of it. TERRY sits suspiciously) 
 
MISS CLARK Terry. We need a favour. 
 
TERRY Oh yes? Car broken down? Drains need unblocking? Poo 

smeared on the walls again? 
 
MISS CLARK No nothing like that.  
 
TERRY Only I’m very busy this morning, what with the blasted toilets. 

And later on I’ve got someone coming to test the fire alarms. 
They’re on the blink too. 

 
MISS CLARK I’m sure Ms Evans can take care of them. 
 
MS EVANS  Consider it done. 
 
MISS CLARK We need you to take part in a simple role play exercise. 
 
TERRY Role play? I’m not dressing up as a woman again. Not after that 

incident in the staff panto. 
 
 (TERRY tries to stand, but MISS CLARK and MS EVANS put a 

hand on each shoulder and push him back down again) 
 
MISS CLARK No, this is definitely a man thing. Something that Ofsted have set 

up. A sort of special test where some of the staff swap roles for 
the day to see how systems work across the school. 

 
TERRY So what do you need me to do? 
 
MS EVANS We need you to role play the part of Mr Thomerson. 
 
TERRY You what?  
 
MISS CLARK We want you to be the headteacher. Just for today. 
 
TERRY (Looking at both of them in turn). That’s...crazy. 
 
MISS CLARK Crazy? Yes. You must have read the Ofsted inspection 

guidance. 
 
TERRY I don’t buy it. You two are up to something. 
 
MISS CLARK (Checks her watch) Jesus. The schedule! He’ll be here in eight 

minutes. Majorie. Let’s not beat around the bush. 
 
MS EVANS Thought that was your speciality. 
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MISS CLARK Terry needs to know. 
 
TERRY Needs to know what? 
 
MS EVANS Are you sure? 
 
MISS CLARK Yes. It’s fine. I have a plan. 
 
TERRY Needs to know what? You’re scaring me. 
 
MISS CLARK Terry. It’s very simple. Mr Thomerson has downed a bottle of 

whisky and is now unconscious, locked inside his own personal 
toilet.  

 
TERRY (Disbelieving) Yeah. Nice one. 
 
 (TERRY looks between them both and they both nod. There is a 

moment) 
 
MS EVANS I’m afraid it’s true Terry.  
 
MISS CLARK At this particularly stressful moment in time, we are effectively 

head-less. 
 
TERRY (Still not sure) Mr Thomerson? Off his face? 
 
MISS CLARK If you listen very carefully, you can hear him snoring. 
 
 (THEY all look and lean towards the door of the WC for a 

moment, listening) 
 
TERRY But..... 
 
MISS CLARK Look we haven’t got time to explain. You just need to pretend to 

be him, but not the blind drunk bit. 
 
TERRY Why can’t you do it? 
 
MS EVANS Geoff has already spoken to the inspector on the phone. It needs 

to be a man. 
 
MISS CLARK And you’re the nearest we’ve got. 
 
TERRY  (To MISS CLARK) Can’t you pretend? You’ve got......quite a 

deep voice.  
 
MISS CLARK (Hurt) No I haven’t. Terry, it’ll have to be you. Think of it as a 

virtual fast-track promotion. 
 
TERRY No way. (TERRY again stands to leave, but MISS CLARK and 

Ms EVANS push him down again) It’s not in my job description. I 
can’t do it. 
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MISS CLARK Can’t or won’t Terry? 
 
TERRY Can’t and won’t. 
 
MISS CLARK Ah, there’s the problem. Can’t we can work with. Won’t we can’t. 
 
 (TERRY thinks, trying to unpick what MISS CLARK just said) 
 
TERRY What d’you mean? 
 
MISS CLARK Well Terry, as part of the Ofsted preparation I’ve been looking 

through lots of staff files. Including yours. 
 
TERRY (Worried) Right. 
 
MISS CLARK  And I couldn’t help noticing quite a number of slightly alarming 

‘incidents.’ 
 
TERRY What you getting at? 
 
MISS CLARK Well there was the time little Johnny Forester got locked in the 

Year Two stock cupboard. 
 
TERRY The lock was jammed that’s all. 
 
MS EVANS Almost immediately after his football had gone through the 

window of the Caretaker’s house. 
 
TERRY Site Manager’s house. 
 
MISS CLARK And then there was Bethany and the superglue. 
 
MS EVANS And that business with the class guinea pig. 
 
TERRY How was I to know it was rat poison? 
 
MISS CLARK And the incident with the toilet bleach. 
 
MS EVANS And that consignment of laptops that mysteriously went missing. 
 
TERRY They were never delivered. 
 
MISS CLARK Not to mention the stream of young ladies that I’ve seen coming 

and going from your front door. 
 
TERRY I’m from a big family....I’ve got lots of nieces. 
 
MISS CLARK The list goes on Terry. 
 
MS EVANS It would be terrible if this was all leaked to the parents. 
 
TERRY (Starting to hyperventilate) It’s all just coincidence. 
 
MISS CLARK Your job would definitely be at risk. 
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TERRY (Wheezing) You’re not serious. 
 
MS EVANS As would the Caretaker’s...Site Manager’s School House. 
 
 (MS EVANS gives him the bottle bag. HE breathes deeply into it) 
 
TERRY The house?  
 
MS EVANS Two-bedroom, comfortable house in a tree lined residential 

street.  
 
MISS CLARK Only one minute’s walk from your place of work. That’s quite a 

perk. 
 
TERRY  (Into the bottle bag) You wouldn’t? 
 
 (TERRY looks at them both in turn and THEY smile back) 
 
TERRY That’s blackmail! (He thinks as they still smile) Okay, okay. You 

win. But I don’t know anything about being a headteacher. 
 
MISS CLARK That’s alright, Mr Thomerson sometimes struggles with that too. 
 
MS EVANS  Philippa!  
 
TERRY But what happens if he asks some really difficult questions? 
 
MISS CLARK All his questions will be difficult. 
 
MS EVANS You’ll have to improvise 
 
MISS CLARK I’m not sure that’s a good idea knowing Terry’s track record on 

bigotry and his general dislike of small children. What you need 
to do is pass the question over to me. Say something like ‘I’m 
glad you asked me that question. I think Miss Clark has the data 
to back that up.’ 

 
MS EVANS You could say that you’re training up Miss Clark to be a future 

head and that you want her to lead some of the meeting. 
 
MISS CLARK Good idea. It’ll help our grade for Leadership and Management. 
 
TERRY (Resigned) Bloody hell. 
 
MS EVANS And remember, Geoff doesn’t swear. 
 
MS EVANS So, from this moment you’ve got to transform yourself into Mr 

Geoff Thomerson, respected headteacher and pillar of the local 
community. 

 
TERRY So I can be a bumbly and self-important tosser? 
 
MS EVANS (Shocked) Terry! 
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TERRY Can I do his Scottish accent and the thing where he sometimes 

spits in your face when he’s talking? 
 
MISS CLARK It’s not necessary...but if it helps. 
 
TERRY And what about his funny walk?  
 
MS EVANS It’s a sporting injury. 
 
TERRY Sporting? Mr Thomerson gets out of breath from ringing the bell 

in the mornings. 
 
MS EVANS He’s much fitter than he looks. He’s got great stamina  
 
TERRY (Smirking) Well, you should know. 
 
MS EVANS  And what exactly are you implying? 
 
TERRY You and Mr Thomerson...(winking, knowingly)...y’know... 
 
MS EVANS No. 
 
TERRY It’s amazing the things you can see through the windows when 

you’re locking up at night. 
 
MS EVANS Mr Thomerson and I have an excellent professional relationship. 
 
MISS CLARK (Interrupting) Marjorie, we really don’t have time for this, 

Everyone knows about you and Geoff. It’s the worst kept secret 
in the building. Even some of the children know. 

 
MS EVANS What? 
 
MISS CLARK So, if you want to preserve your cosy retirement in idyllic San 

Fernando.... 
 
MS EVANS San Vincenzo. 
 
MISS CLARK ...we’d better get on.  
 
MS EVANS But.. 
 
MISS CLARK (Checks  watch) We haven’t got much time, but let’s do a quick 

practice. (To TERRY) You be Geoff and I’ll be the inspector. Ms 
Evans can be me. 

 
TERRY (Hesitant) Right. (Points to himself) I’m Geoff. (Pointing at MISS 

CLARK) You’re the inspector and (Pointing at MS EVANS) 
you’re (Pointing at MISS CLARK) you. 

 
MISS CLARK Yes. So here we go. (As an inspector) Mr Thomerson I notice 

that more able girls are making less good progress in maths 
compared to national averages. How can you explain that? 
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 (In the ensuing scenes, when TERRY role plays Headteacher 

Thomerson, he adopts a poor and slightly over the top faux 
Scottish accent) 

 
TERRY (As Thomerson) Weeell, I’m glad you asked me that question..... 
 
MISS CLARK (She recoils) Good. But less spitting. 
 
TERRY (As Thomerson) I’m glad you asked me that question. We have 

the data to back that up, don’t we I think Miss Clark (HE looks to 
MISS CLARK) 

 
MISS CLARK No! Not me. I’m the inspector remember? Marjorie’s me. 
 
TERRY (As himself) Sorry. Yes. Arse! 
 
MS EVANS And Geoff doesn’t swear. 
 
TERRY Sorry. 
 
MISS CLARK Do it again. 
 
TERRY (As Thomerson) That’s right inspector. We have the data to back 

that up, don’t we Ms Evans? (HE looks to MS EVANS) 
 
MS EVANS No! I’m Miss Clark.  
 
MISS CLARK Give me strength! Terry you’ve really got to concentrate on this. 

None of us can afford to mess it up. Do you understand? 
 
 (There is a moment. TERRY stares at her but doesn’t react.) 
 
MISS CLARK Terry, do you understand? 
 
 (TERRY continues not to react) 
 
MISS CLARK Terry! 
 
TERRY (As Thomerson) You talking to me? 
 
MISS CLARK Yes. 
 
TERRY (As himself) But you said I was Geoff. 
 
MISS CLARK For God’s sake, Terry! Maybe I should bring a Year Two in here 

to do the role play.  
 
TERRY Look I’m doing my best. I’m not really the headteacher. I’m just 

the..... 
 
MS E/MISS C (Together) Site Manager. 
 
MS EVANS We know. 
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MISS CLARK We’re running out of time. Terry, just remember to be charming 

and unctuous and deflect anything difficult to me. And it’s crucial 
that you get off to a good start with the inspector. I know it 
doesn’t come naturally to you, but be friendly. 

 
MS EVANS Yes, he’s not one of the infants 
 
MISS CLARK And remember to ask him lots of personal questions. 
 
TERRY Such as? 
 
MISS CLARK (Scribbling down a list on her clipboard) Ask him how his journey 

was. Ask him what time he set off to get here this morning. That 
sort of thing. Here’s a checklist if you get stuck. 

 
 (SHE hands him the clipboard) 
 
TERRY Right. 
 
MISS CLARK (Checks watch) God, he’ll be here any minute. 
 
TERRY But what about my clothes? 
 
MISS CLARK Good point. You take off your overalls. I’ve got a bag of clothes 

in my room with some trousers in.  Geoff’s jacket’s over there. 
Marjorie can you rustle up a school tie?  

 
MS EVANS Roger! 
 
 (MISS CLARK exits to the Reception and MS EVANS exits to 

Reception.) 
 
TERRY (Calling after them) Who’s Roger?  
 

(TERRY takes off his cap and overalls until he is just in a shirt and 
underpants. HE puts his own phone on the desk and puts on 
Thomerson’s jacket that is on the chair. The mobile in the jacket 
rings. TERRY hesitates but then finds the phone) 

 
TERRY (Answering it facing away from the Reception Door) Oh, hello Mrs 

Thomerson. No I’m afraid he’s not here at the moment.....It’s 
Terry.....yes....Site Manager actually............well it was just ringing 
so I answered it.......I’m taking my overall’s off.........for a bit of role 
play.........hello, hello?...  

 
 (As he stares into the phone, gap year student and ex-pupil LINDA 

appears at the window. Only her upper half can be seen above the 
window ledge. Her hair is tied in a ponytail. She taps at the window 
to attract TERRY’s attention. She is agitated. TERRY sees her, 
gives a quiet shriek, runs to the window and lifts the sash.) 
 

TERRY  Linda? Linda!! 
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(TERRY pokes his head anxiously out of the window to check 
no-one is watching) 

 
LINDA   Help me in then, it’s piggin’ freezin’ out ‘ere. 
 

(She gets a leg up on the window ledge, which TERRY grabs to 
pull her inside. The leg is noticeably bare, with a fluffy slipper at 
the end of it. She is hauled in and stands there in just a long 
man’s shirt and slippers and almost nothing else. TERRY shuts 
the window.) 

 
TERRY  What are you doing here? 
 
 LINDA  Got locked out, didn’t I? 
 
TERRY  (Realising what she’s not wearing) And...why are you only  
   half dressed? 
 
LINDA   Got locked out didn’t I? 
 
TERRY  But you weren’t supposed to be out. 
 

(TERRY runs to the door, checks it’s closed and guards it) 
 
LINDA (Holding up her phone) Couldn’t get a signal could I?  
 
TERRY What? 
 
LINDA So I goes into the garden and the back door shuts behind me, don’t 

it? 
 
TERRY But you can’t wander round with virtually no clothes on.  
 
LINDA Doesn’t usually bother you.  
 
TERRY Linda! 
 
LINDA (Ignoring him and looking around in awe) Old Thommo’s office 

ain’t changed a bit. Same crappy desk and pictures.  
 

(LINDA goes to the flipchart and draws a big heart and an arrow 
with the letters ‘T’ and ‘L’ inside) 
 
Used to be sent here when I was naughty...so I spent most of 
Year Six sat there. (She points to the coffee table)  

 
TERRY Yes, but you’ve left school now Linda and right now, you need to 

leave here too. 
 

(TERRY goes to the flipchart, and flips the page over so it can’t 
be seen) 

 
LINDA  Used to stick me chewy under the table. 
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 (SHE goes to the coffee table, searches underneath it and 
locates something and brings it out) 

 
LINDA  (Holding up some chewy) Awesome! 
 
 (She brushes off the chewy, considers, then pops it into her 

mouth) 
 
TERRY Linda, you’ve got to go. 
 
LINDA (Suddenly noticing his attire and moves closer) Here, why ain’t 

you got no trousers on? (Coyly) Did ya see me coming?   
 
 (SHE makes a grab for his legs) 
 
 TERRY (Resisting) Not now Linda. You need get back to the house. 

Here’s my key. 
 
 (HE takes out his bunch of keys and ushers HER towards the 

Reception door, but before he hears someone approaching. HE 
turns, looking around panicked) 

 
TERRY  Someone’s coming. Quick, under here. 
 

(TERRY pushes HER under the desk and turns just as MS 
EVANS rushes in from Reception carrying a school tie. 
Embarrassed, TERRY covers his shorts with a ball of overalls. 
He looks nonchalant. MS EVANS gives the tie to TERRY) 

 
MS EVANS The inspector’s arrived. He’s getting out of the car. 
 
TERRY I’m not sure I can go through with this. 
 
MS EVANS (Gently) Terry, pull yourself together. You’ll be fine...(More firmly) 

Or you’ll be fired. Put the tie on. I’m going out to meet the 
inspector. 

 
(SHE exits to Reception. TERRY puts on the tie)  
 

LINDA   (Popping her head out from under the desk) Terry. 
 
TERRY  Not now Linda. You need to keep quiet. 
 
LINDA   But I need to go pee. 
 
TERRY  You’ll have to hold it. 
 

(HE pushes her back under the desk as MISS CLARK enters 
from the Reception clutching a plastic bag containing clothes.) 

 
MISS CLARK He’s right behind me. (SHE hands him the bag) Now quick, put 

on the trousers. 
 
TERRY  I’m not sure I can do this. 
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MISS CLARK Yes you can. Geoffrey’s managed to bluff his way through it for 

the last few years, so I’m sure you can keep it up for one day. 
 
 (There is a knock at the Reception door. THEY both freeze.)  
 
MISS CLARK Quick, behind the desk! (SHE quickly ushers TERRY to sit 

behind the desk in his underpants. SHE realises she is holding 
the bag of clothes and his overalls and quickly hides them up her 
blouse.) And remember you are respected headteacher Geoffrey 
Thomerson. Don’t mention anything about hitting children...or 
locking them in cupboards....or shooting their parents. 
 

TERRY (Calmly and Scottish to himself ) I’m Geoffrey Thomerson. I’m 
Geoffrey Thomerson. (He composes himself) Right. Come in! 

 
 (From Reception enters CHARLES KENWOOD Inspector of 

Schools, in an expensive suit and tie. He carries a laptop and is 
the product of an expensive private education. MS EVANS 
follows him in. As he enters, MISS CLARK dramatically turns 
away, hiding her face with her scarf.) 

 
MISS CLARK (As SHE exits) Sorry, I just...need to get something. 
 

(MISS CLARK quickly exits through the Reception door) 
 
KENWOOD  (Offering his hand to shake) Charles Kenwood. 
 

(TERRY goes to stand up, but realises he can’t reveal his bottom 
half and slumps back down. HE awkwardly offers up his hand.) 

 
TERRY (As Thomerson) Thomas Jefferson. (There is a moment and he 

corrects himself) Geoffrey Thomerson.  
 
KENWOOD Pleased to meet you at last. 
 
TERRY (As Thomerson) Och aye. 
 
KENWOOD I must say you sounded a lot older on the phone. 
 
TERRY (As Thomerson) Aye? Is that so? 
 
MS EVANS You’ve been fighting off the flu for the last week, haven’t you 

Thomas....Geoffrey? 
 
TERRY (As Thomerson) Aye. That I have. Lots a snot and mucus 

blocking the auld tubes. 
 
 (KENWOOD wipes his hand on his jacket) 
 
 (TERRY lets out a loud squeal, turns it into a cough, glares 

under the desk and swiftly moves back a little from it) 
 
TERRY (As Thomerson) (To MS EVANS) Sorry, this is Marjorie Evans, 
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School Business Manager. 
 
KENWOOD We met in the car park. You know the poor blighter parked next 

to me had had all his tyres let down. 
 
TERRY (As Thomerson) Really? Local kids probably.....from other 

schools. 
 
MS EVANS You could probably smell the coffee as you came down the 

corridor. Expect you’re desperate for one after your long journey. 
 
KENWOOD Actually, I don’t touch the stuff. One sniff and bang, blinding 

migraine.  
 
MS EVANS (Deflated) That’s a pity. Can I interest you in a custard tart? 
 
KENWOOD No thank you. 
 
MS EVANS What about a warm pastry, straight from the oven? 
 
KENWOOD Very kind, but I have to be careful. I’m diabetic.  
 
MS EVANS (Slightly sarcastic) Of course you are. 
 
KENWOOD Plays havoc with my sugar levels. Wouldn’t want to go all hypo 

on you and pass out. 
 
MS EVANS No, that would be terrible. 
 
KENWOOD A glass of water would be lovely. 
 
MS EVANS Right you are. And I’m guessing you are allergic to the flowers? 
 
KENWOOD Terribly. Sets me off I’m afraid. 
 
MS EVANS Thought so. (SHE  collects up the flowers) I’ll leave you two to 

make friends. 
 
 (MS EVANS exits to Reception. KENWOOD puts a notebook 

and his laptop on the coffee table. HE opens up the laptop as he 
speaks) 

 
KENWOOD Sorry I was a bit late. Murderous journey. The M1 was solid and 

the M25 like a car park. 
 
 (TERRY freezes and looks at his clipboard for a prompt) 
 
TERRY (As Thomerson) Sooo...how was your journey? 
 
KENWOOD (Slightly taken aback) As I say, the M1 and M25 both chocker. 

All the way from Nottingham. 
 
TERRY (As Thomerson, consulting clipboard) So where have you driven 

in from this morning? 
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KENWOOD (Slowly) From....Nottingham. Left at five thirty. Pitch dark. 
 
TERRY (As Thomerson, consulting clipboard) And what time did you set 

off? 
 
KENWOOD (Interrupting, irritated) Five thirty.  
 
TERRY (As Thomerson) Five thirty. 
 
KENWOOD Yes, five thirty. 
 
 (Awkward pause as KENWOOD tries to fathom TERRY out.) 
 
TERRY (As Thomerson) That’s very early. 
 
KENWOOD Yes it is. (Awkward pause) So tell me Geoffrey, what part of 

Scotland are you from, only my mother’s from up there and I 
can’t quite trace your accent? 

 
 (TERRY stares at the clipboard for help, lifting up the paper 

looking in vain for an answer underneath) 
 
TERRY (As Thomerson) Far North. Far, far North. Right on the....very 

tippy top...little wee place beside a beautiful loch. Where they 
make the shortbread.  

 
KENWOOD Spent a lot of time walking round the lochs up there in my time. 

What’s the name of the loch? 
 
TERRY (As Thomerson) Loch....stock ..and..barrel. 
 
KENWOOD Lochstochandbarrel? That’s a new one on me. I’ll have to look it 

up when I get home. (He gets up from his chair) Now before we 
get started can I use your lavatory? (HE moves towards the loo) 

 
TERRY (As Thomerson, almost shouting) Noo! (KENWOOD freezes) 

(More gently) Noo. It’s not safe. 
 
KENWOOD Not safe? 
 
TERRY (As Thomerson) I mean you wouldn’t want to.  Bit of a mess in 

there. Lots of..... vomit everywhere. 
 
KENWOOD Oh? (HE sits back down) 
 
TERRY (As Thomerson) Aye. (Thinks) It’s Miss Clark...morning sickness. 
 
KENWOOD (Surprised) Oh. 
 
TERRY (As Thomerson) She’s expecting.....triplets. 
 
KENWOOD (More surprised) Oh. 
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 (MISS CLARK enters from the Reception with her scarf tied over 
her nose and mouth. TERRY glares at her, bemused. SHE still 
has the bag of clothes up her blouse.) 

 
TERRY (As Thomerson to MISS CLARK) This is Philippa Clark, deputy 

head.  
 
MISS CLARK How do you do? 
 
 (THEY shake hands. KENWOOD stares at her momentarily) 
 
KENWOOD Have we met before?  
 
MISS CLARK (Pulling the scarf tighter) No, I don’t think so.  
 
KENWOOD Only your voice seems very familiar. 
 
MISS CLARK Often happens to me. Apparently I have a very low voice. 
 
TERRY (As Thomerson)  Miss Clark. Would you mind showing Charles, 

where the gents’ toilets are? 
 
MISS CLARK No, of course not, Mr Thomerson. 
 
KENWOOD No really. I can find the way if you tell me. (To MISS CLARK) 

You sit down. (Offers her a chair) A woman in your condition 
shouldn’t be showing anyone to the gents’ toilets. 

 
MISS CLARK My condition? 
 
TERRY (As Thomerson) Aye. You know? Your news? 
 
MISS CLARK News? 
 
TERRY (As Thomerson) About the triplets. 
 
MISS CLARK Triplets? 
 
TERRY (As Thomerson) Your triplets, remember? 
 
MISS CLARK (Catching on) Mine? Yes. Silly me. Sometimes it feels as if I’m 

not really pregnant at all. (SHE strokes her tummy that bulges 
with the plastic bag of clothes) 

 
KENWOOD You must have had a lovely surprise when you found out it was 

triplets. 
 
MISS CLARK Yes.  (Glaring at TERRY) When I heard the news I was 

completely shocked. 
 
KENWOOD Do you know if they’re girls or boys?  
 
MISS CLARK/ (Together) Boys 
TERRY (Together) Girls 
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MISS CLARK One of each... 
 
TERRY ...and one other boy. 
 
KENWOOD  Pity about the wretched morning sickness. 
 
MISS CLARK (SHE gives filthy look to TERRY and delicately takes a seat) 

Yes. I am feeling rather sick at the moment. 
 
KENWOOD (To MISS CLARK) Look, are you sure we haven’t met before? 
 
MISS CLARK Absolutely certain. 
 
 (KENWOOD begins to exit) 
 
KENWOOD If you can just point me in the general direction. 
 
TERRY (As Thomerson) It’s doon the corridor to the end, just past 

Reception. 
 
 (KENWOOD exits to Reception) 
 
MISS CLARK (Rounding on TERRY and pulling down the scarf from her face) 

Pregnant! Why on earth did you tell him that? 
 
TERRY (Still as Thomerson) Well, you look pregnant. And I had to steer 

him away from Mr Thomerson’s toilet. I told him you had thrown 
up in there. 

 
MISS CLARK Triplets? Morning sickness? 
 
TERRY (As Thomerson) I was trying to make it sound convincing. 
 
MISS CLARK Typical of a man to use a woman’s natural weakness as an 

excuse. And you can drop that excruciating accent now.  
 
TERRY (In normal voice) But what about you? (Pointing at HER scarf) 

What’s with all this?  
 
MISS CLARK With all what? 
 
TERRY Why are you dressed like Matahari? 
 
MISS CLARK (Dismissive) Oh that. It’s just my niqab 
 
TERRY Your knee what? 
 
MISS CLARK Niqab. I’ve converted to Islam. 
 
TERRY What? This morning? 
 
MISS CLARK It’s something I’ve been considering for a while. It’s a good 

career move. 
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TERRY Career move? 
 
MISS CLARK There’s a shortage of school leaders from ethnic minorities. 
 
TERRY But you’re not from an ethnic minority. You’re a white, welsh 

catholic from Swansea.  
 
MISS CLARK The welsh are an ethnic minority... 
 
TERRY (Completely baffled) Are you out of your mind? 
 
MISS CLARK ...so I thought this morning would be a good time to finally take 

the veil. (SHE takes the bag of clothes from under her shirt) 
Here’s the clothes. (SHE chucks the bag at him)  
 

TERRY (Looking in the bag and bringing out a hint of yellow fluorescent 
police cap, trousers and a gas mask) It’s full of uniforms and 
stuff. 

 
MISS CLARK Don’t worry about that. There should be trousers in there. Hurry 

up and put them on. 
 

(He finds some trousers and begins to put them on, still sitting at 
the desk) 

 
LINDA (From under the desk) I need to go pee. 
 
MISS CLARK Who was that? 
 
TERRY Sorry? 
 
MISS CLARK I heard a voice. 
 
TERRY No, you didn’t. 
 
LINDA (From under the desk) I need to go pee. 
 
MISS CLARK Terry, the desk is speaking. 
 
 (SHE pulls TERRY slightly back from the desk and LINDA 

emerges from under the desk, legs slightly crossed) 
 
LINDA If I don’t go pee, I’ll wet myself. 
 
MISS CLARK (Recognising her) Linda? Linda Wilcox? 
 
LINDA Hi, Miss Clark. 
 
TERRY You know each other? 
 
MISS CLARK Yes, Linda was in my Year Six class when I first started teaching 

here. Brilliant at drama.  
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LINDA But rubbish at everything else. 
 
MISS CLARK So what are you up to now? 
 
LINDA Finished school and doin’ a gap year, miss. 
 
MISS CLARK You must have worked hard on your exams. 
 
LINDA Not really…I slept with the Head of Sixth Form. 
 
TERRY (Shocked) What? 
 
MISS CLARK So how’s your dad? 
 
LINDA Three more years, Miss.  
 
TERRY (More shocked) What? 
 
MISS CLARK Not the drugs again? 
 
LINDA No, he’s clean now, miss. This stretch is for G.B.H. 
 
TERRY (Hysterically shocked) What?! 
 
LINDA So now it’s just me mum that does the shouting...the stupid cow. 
  
MISS CLARK (To Terry) So what brings Linda (SHE indicates the desk) here 

today Terry? 
 
TERRY (Thinks) Linda’s... on work experience with me, aren’t you Linda? 
 
LINDA That’s right. 
 
MISS CLARK And what experience exactly were you working on under the 

desk? 
 
TERRY (Thinks) Checking for woodworm. 
 
MISS CLARK Woodworm? 
 
TERRY Yes, rampant in here, isn’t it Linda? 
 
LINDA Yes. (She gives Terry a knowing look). Completely rampant.  
 
 (There is a knock at the door.) 
 
MISS CLARK Well you’d better keep checking it, Linda. 
 

(SHE ushers LINDA back under the desk) 
 

LINDA But I need to go pee. 
 
MISS CLARK You’ll have to hold it. 
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(TERRY, still behind the desk, finally squirms into the trousers 
and does them up. MS EVANS and KENWOOD enter from 
Reception. MISS CLARK pulls the scarf back over her face as 
TERRY flings the clothes bag under the desk.) 

 
LINDA   (From under the desk) Ow! 
 
MS EVANS I’m sorry to interrupt Mr Thomerson, it’s just that the loos won’t 

flush at the moment so I can’t even get Mr Kenwood a glass of 
water.  

 
TERRY (As Thomerson) Oh yes. Of course. I......Terry.......turned the 

water off didn’t he, because the nursery toilets were flooding. 
 
MS EVANS That’s right and I can’t seem to be able to find Terry at the 

moment. 
 
KENWOOD (Laughing) I remember you mentioned your nightmare caretaker 

on the phone. 
 
TERRY (As Thomerson, laughing embarrassed) Did I?  
 
KENWOOD Said you could never find him when you needed him. School 

stock going missing. Caretakers, breed apart. 
 

TERRY  (As Thomerson, but defensive) At this school we call him the Site  
Manager. Actually, most of the time he is rather excellent. Isn’t 

 he Miss Clark? 
 

MISS CLARK Yes. He has a very important role to play. 
 
TERRY (As Thomerson) Now someone needs to go doon into the boiler 

room and turn the water back on.  
 
MISS CLARK Don’t worry. I’ll go! 
 
KENWOOD That doesn’t sound the sort of job for a woman who is pregnant. 
 
MS EVANS Pregnant? 
 
KENWOOD Health and Safety and all that. 
 
MS EVANS Pregnant? 
 
TERRY (As Thomerson) Yes, you’re right. We take Health and Safety 

very seriously at this school. 
 
MS EVANS (More insistent) Pregnant? 
 
MISS CLARK Yes, Ms Evans. I very recently found out that I was expecting 

triplets. 
 
TERRY And they’re going to be Muslims. 
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MS EVANS That’s wonderful news.  
 
MISS CLARK Yes, one of God’s little miracles. 
 
TERRY  (As Thomerson) I think you mean Allah’s. 
 
MS EVANS  You must be so excited. 
 
MISS CLARK Still in shock. Think I might be having kittens as well. 
 
MS EVANS (SHE guides MISS CLARK back to her seat) Well, you just sit 

down and I’ll go down into the boiler room. 
 
TERRY (As Thomerson) The key’s above the Site Manager’s desk and 

the the stop cock is to the left of the door with a big sign painted 
on the wall saying ‘cock’ 

 
MS EVANS (Hesitant and half whispered) Cock. 
 
TERRY (High pitched and reacting to LINDA under the desk) Cock! 
 
TERRY (As Thomerson) If you hear a knocking sound, it’ll be an airlock.  
 
MS EVANS Knock ....airlock...cock.  
 

 (MS EVANS exits to Reception) 
 
MS EVANS  (As a chant as SHE exits) Knock...airlock...cock. 
 
KENWOOD I must say, you certainly seem to have a handle on where 

everything is in your school. 
 
TERRY  (As Thomerson) Just a wee part of my everyday role. 
 
KENWOOD You know, it’s so refreshing to see a head with such a hands-on 

approach. 
 
TERRY (Lurching back from the desk, squealing and looking down to 

where Linda is hiding) Hands on! 
 
KENWOOD  Like it was in my day. If only there were more headteachers like 

you. 
 
MISS CLARK Yes, he’s one in a million. We’re very lucky. 
 
TERRY (As Thomerson) Just doing my job. 
 
KENWOOD (Getting out papers from his laptop case) Well let’s get down to 

the business end of your job, shall we? 
 
TERRY (As Thomerson) Absolutely. 
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(TERRY stands up and moves from behind the desk to the 
coffee table, revealing some S & M style, crotchless trousers that 
clearly show his underpants underneath. HE doesn’t know) 

 
(MISS CLARK tries to gesture to his crotch which is directly 
beside and at KENWOOD’s eye level) 

 
KENWOOD (Rubbing his eyes) I wonder if I might have one of those custard 

tarts now? I think my blood sugar level’s dipping...... 
 
 (TERRY catches on, looks down and sees the trousers for 

himself and thinks for a moment.) 
 
TERRY (As Thomerson, back peddling) Ah..now...you’re probably 

wondering why I’m dressed like this. 
 
KENWOOD Yes, actually I am rather. 
 
TERRY (As Thomerson, pointedly) Miss Clark, perhaps you would like to 

explain? 
 
MISS CLARK (Hesitant) Yes. Of course........(Thinking) It’s a charity fund raiser. 
 
TERRY (As Thomerson, pointedly) Go on. 
 
MISS CLARK Just a bit of fun. You see it’s...Wrong Trousers Day. We’re all 

wearing the wrong trousers to raise money for children starving 
in Africa. 

 
KENWOOD (Relieved) Oh I see. An international link. 
 
TERRY Yes, we call it ‘Crotchless for Kenya.’ 
 
KENWOOD (Loosening his tie) Isn’t it rather warm in here? Perhaps it is my 

sugar level? About that custard tart...... 
 
MISS CLARK I’ll ask Ms Evans to fetch one when she’s sorted out the 

stopcock. 
 
TERRY (As Thomerson) So shall we get down to business? 
 
 (TERRY glares at MISS CLARK. THEY all sit at the coffee table, 

TERRY on the right, KENWOOD left and MISS CLARK in the 
middle. TERRY cross and uncrosses his legs, trying to cover up 
his exposed crotch.) 

 
KENWOOD Yes, lets.  
 

(KENWOOD organises his papers as LINDA crawls out from 
under the desk on her hands and knees. She slowly starts to 
crawl behind the coffee table chairs unseen by the others.) 
 

KENWOOD Now I’ve had a good look at all the data. Got the old fine tooth 
comb out. (HE consults his laptop) Seems your A.R.E. is down 
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on last year. F.S.M.s are on track. G.D. boys are in line with 
nationals and your E.A.L.s. are making progress. Now...is that a 
fair summary? 

 
TERRY (As Thomerson, he looks at Miss Clark who nods) Errrr...yep. 
 
 (There is a moment) 
 
KENWOOD So what do you think are the key issues? 
 
TERRY (As Thomerson, hesitating) I’m sure I don’t need to tell you. 
 
KEN WOOD No, but it would be good to hear your views. 
 
TERRY (As Thomerson) No really, it’s fine. I don’t want to tell you your 

job.  
 
KENWOOD  But I want to see what you know 
 
TERRY (As Thomerson) And I want to see if what I know tallies with what 

you know.  
 
KENWOOD  Yes, but….. 
 
TERRY (As Thomerson) ...and as you’re the guest, you go first.  
 
KENWOOD  But…… 
 
TERRY (As Thomerson) So let’s not waste time.  
 
KENWOOD But... 
 
TERRY (As Thomerson). I insist. Fire away, Mr Kenwood. 
 
KENWOOD (Taken aback) Well, it seems to me that it’s the progress of more 

able girls in maths that’s a particular issue in your school. What 
can you tell me about that?  

 
TERRY (As Thomerson, glancing at Miss Clark) Well, I’m glad you asked 

me that question.... 
 

(LINDA’s head appears from behind KENWOOD’s chair.) 
 
TERRY (In alarm at seeing LINDA) Ah! 
 
 (The mobile rings in the jacket, he hesitates.) 
 
KENWOOD You’d better answer it. Probably your caretaker. 
 
TERRY (As Thomerson, to KENWOOD) Sorry. (Into phone, alarmed) 

Who?...Your husband? Noo. I’m afraid there is no-one of that 
name on this number, madam...You must have dialled 
incorrectly...Noo...I would stay there if I were you…I’m sure your 
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husband, who I don’t know...will phone you back later…same to 
you!  Goodbye. (HE ends the call.) Sorry. 

 
KENWOOD So getting back to more able girls. 
 
TERRY (As Thomerson) Yes, back to more able girls. Well I’m glad you 

asked me that question.  
 
KENWOOD So you said. 
 
TERRY (As Thomerson) It’s a very good wee question indeed. I couldn’t 

have put it better myself. Girls. Maths. Maths. Girls. Maths and 
girls. (Sucks teeth) Tricky. All that adding up and taking away all 
in their pretty little heads... 

 
 (MISS CLARK interrupts with a sudden shriek and stands up, 

forcing LINDA to turn round and crawl quickly back to the shelter 
of the desk) 

 
KENWOOD (Standing too) Good grief. Are you alright? 
 
MISS CLARK (Holding her now flat tummy) Yes, just a bit of kicking. The team 

having a football practice I expect. 
 

(KENWOOD stares at her flat tummy. MISS CLARK pats it 
gently, the pats moving slowly round her waist) 
 

MISS CLARK They sometimes play round the back. (She pats her back) Yes, 
there they are. (Laughing) I think one of them’s off-side. 

 
 (There is a knock at the door and MS EVANS enters from 

Reception. Her hair is dripping wet. She stands there and holds 
out a glass of water.) 

 
TERRY (As Thomerson) You know the sponsored swim is next week. 
 
MS EVANS (Slightly out of breath) When the stopcock was turned off, one of 

the cleaners turned the staff shower taps on. But she didn’t turn 
them back off. So when it was turned back on again, the taps 
that should have been off were on.  

 
TERRY (As Thomerson) I see. 
 
MS EVANS And you were right. There was an air lock in the system. It 

cleared just as I got to the shower. Here’s your water. (SHE 
gives KENWOOD the glass)  

 
KENWOOD  Thank you. So could I use the gents if it’s all working now? 
 
MS EVANS Of course, I’ll show you. 
 
KENWOOD And I think I’d better test my sugar levels. 
 
 (MS EVANS exits to Reception followed by KENWOOD) 
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TERRY (As himself, rounding on MISS CLARK) What the hell are you 

trying to do to me? 
 
MISS CLARK (Removing the scarf from her mouth) It was a genuine mistake. 
 
TERRY Mistake. (He indicates his trousers) Where the hell did these 

come from. I look like some cheap, sleazy dominatrix. 
 
MISS CLARK (Hurt) Cheap? Sleazy? Look I picked up the wrong bag that’s all. 
 
TERRY That’s all? (BEAT) I feel violated. 
 
MISS CLARK But... it’s for charity. 
 
TERRY (Incensed) No it isn’t. 
 
MISS CLARK God this is stressful. I could do with a cigarette 
 
TERRY Not in your condition. 
 
LINDA (Starting to emerge again) Lovin’ those trousers, Terry. 
 
MISS CLARK Not now Linda. 
 
LINDA But I really, really need to go pee. 
 
TERRY/ (Together) Not now, Linda. 
MISS CLARK 
 
 (LINDA retreats back under the desk) 
 
MISS CLARK Look Terry, neither of us can afford to screw this up. (Mimicking) 

Maths. Girls. Pretty little heads. You must remember to pass it 
onto me when you don’t know the answer.  

 
TERRY Sorry I panicked. 
 
MISS CLARK You can’t afford to panic. All our futures depend on it. As does 

your house remember?  
 
(KENWOOD re-enters from Reception) 
 

KENWOOD  Forgot my blood test kit. 
 

(HE goes over to his laptop bag as MISS CLARK turns. SHE has 
forgotten to replace her scarf. SHE and KENWOOD make eye 
contact. KENWOOD sits down heavily on the chair and starts to 
hyperventilate. MISS CLARK quickly pulls up the scarf) 

 
KENWOOD (He pulls at his tie to loosen his shirt and points at her) Miss 

Correction! 
 
TERRY  (As Thomerson) What? 
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MISS CLARK (Thinks) Miscorrection. (Pointing at the laptop) Must be 

something to do with the data. (Quickly) Quick. Pass me the 
bottle bag. 

 
(TERRY passes it over and SHE gives it to him. KENWOOD 
puts it over his mouth) 

 
KENWOOD  (Between gasps) Tart! 
 
MISS CLARK (To KENWOOD) Now there’s no need for that. 
 
KENWOOD  (Louder) Tart, tart! 
 
TERRY  (As Thomerson) What’s going on? 
 
KENWOOD  (Starting to collapse and louder) Tart. 
 
MISS CLARK (Suddenly realising) He needs a custard tart. 
 
TERRY  (As Thomerson) Now? 
 
MISS CLARK His blood sugar levels have dropped.  It’s happened before. 
 

(KENWOOD groans and crumbles and falls face up on the floor. 
LINDA comes out from under the desk) 
 

TERRY  (As himself) Before? 
 

MISS CLARK (Quickly) To another diabetic I know.  
 
LINDA Is he dead? 
 
MISS CLARK No. He’s slipping into a diabetic coma. 
 
LINDA Is it always like this in Thommo’s office? 
 
TERRY What do we do? 
 
MISS CLARK Linda, you protect his head.  
 
LINDA But I need to go pee. 
 
 (LINDA heads for the exit, but MISS CLARK blocks her way.) 
 
MISS CLARK If you don’t protect his head, I’ll go visit your dad and tell him 

what you’ve been up to. 
 
LINDA Miss! 
 
MISS CLARK Linda, protect his head. Terry, elevate his legs. I’ll check his test 

kit. 
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 (LINDA sits down behind KENWOOD’s head her bare legs either 
side of him. TERRY takes his ankles and raises them, moving 
himself between them. MS EVANS enters in a hurry leaving the 
door open.) 

 
MS EVANS (As she enters) Mr Thomerson, there’s someone in reception….. 

(Seeing the scene and KENWOOD on the floor she becomes 
hysterical) Oh my god! 

 
MISS CLARK Calm down Marjorie.  
 
MS EVANS What are you doing to him? 
 
LINDA He’s slipping into a coma.  
 
MS EVANS A coma? I know the inspection’s important, but I didn’t think it 

would come to this. 
 
MISS CLARK It’s a diabetic coma 
 
MS EVANS (SHE double takes, seeing LINDA). Oh!...It’s...Linda, isn’t it? 
 
LINDA That’s right Mrs Evans. 
 
MS EVANS Actually it’s Ms Evans. Mr Evans tied the knots with someone 

else... So what are you doing here? 
 
MISS CLARK Checking for woodworm 
 
MS EVANS Really?...So how’s your dad? 
 
LINDA Three more years, miss. 
 
MS EVANS Oh that’s a pity. 
 
MISS CLARK Sorry to break up the reunion, but he needs some sugar. 
 
MS EVANS Shall I get a pastry or a custard tart? 
 
MISS CLARK I think he’s passed that stage Marjorie. Just check his breathing. 
 
MS EVANS But there’s someone in reception... 
 
MISS CLARK (Firmly) Just check his breathing. 
 
MS EVANS But there’s someone.... 
  

(MS EVANS, leans over KENWOOD) 
 
TERRY Anything? 
 
MS EVANS I’m not sure, but in reception there’s..... 
 
LINDA Does he need mouth to mouth? 
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TERRY Linda!. 
 
 (KENWOOD groans) 
 
MISS CLARK Damn. He’s alive. 
 
MISS CLARK/ Keep his legs elevated. 
TERRY/ Loosen his tie, Linda   (Speaking all at once) 
LINDA   Shouldn’t we call an ambulance?     
 
MS EVANS (Cutting across everyone, shouting) EXCUSE ME EVERYONE... 
 
 (TERRY, MISS CLARK and LINDA freeze and stare at MS 

EVANS.)  
 
MS EVANS ....BUT THERE’S ANOTHER SODDING INSPECTOR IN 

RECEPTION! 
 
 (TERRY drops KENWOOD’s legs, LINDA drops his head. 

KENWOOD groans. There is a moment of telling silence.) 
 
MISS CLARK Marjorie? 
 
TERRY A what? 
 
MS EVANS Another...inspector.  
 
MISS CLARK But we already have one. 
 
TERRY Probably the man come to inspect the fire alarms. 
 
MS EVANS No. He says he’s an……H.M.I.? 
 
TERRY H.M.I.? 
 
KENWOOD (Groggily, struggling to raise head) H.....M.......I! 
 
 (There is another moment) 
 
MISS CLARK (Slowly) Oh.....my....God. 
 
 (KENWOOD groans despairingly) 
 
MS EVANS (Gently slapping Kenwood’s face) He’s passed out. 
 
MISS CLARK H.M.I. Her....Majesty’s...Inspector.  
 
MS EVANS Her Majesty’s Inspector of what? 
 
MISS CLARK Her Majesty’s Inspector Of Schools. An inspector to inspect the 

inspector! 
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 (There is moment. MISS CLARK, TERRY and MS EVANS reach 
madly for the bottle bag. The head’s toilet flushes. THEY all turn 
and stare in horror at the toilet door. There is a moment.) 

 
 CURTAIN 
 
   END OF ACT ONE 

 
 
 
ACT TWO 

 
The stage is set as for the end Act One.  
The action takes place ten minutes later. 
 
The head’s toilet door is closed. 
 
Thomerson’s jacket is on the desk along with his phone. 
 
LINDA is kneeling at the toilet keyhole, having inserted two large 
paperclips into the lock. 
 
TERRY is still wearing his jacket and tie, but is now just in his 
underpants. HE has the unconscious KENWOOD under the 
armpits having dragged him to the toilet door. KENWOOD is not 
wearing his trousers, which are on the desk. 
 
MISS CLARK is typing at Kenwood’s laptop. 
 
LINDA gives one last twist of the paperclips and then 
triumphantly turns the toilet door handle and opens the door. 

 
LINDA   There ya go. Couple of paperclips. Piece of cake. 
 
TERRY  Good girl Linda. 
 
   (TERRY drags KENWOOD into the toilet) 
 
LINDA Me dad taught me how to pick locks as a present for me tenth 

birthday. 
 
MISS CLARK (Typing at the laptop) I suppose important things like that are not 

on the National Curriculum. 
 
LINDA But it did help me with my GCSEs, miss. 
 
MISS CLARK Really? 
 
LINDA   Broke into the exam office and stole the test papers. 
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(TERRY enters from the toilet carrying a large empty bottle of 
‘Teacher’s’ whisky and LINDA goes into the toilet and shuts the 
door.) 

 
TERRY Geoff’s still alive, but an odd shade of green. He’s clinging onto 

the loo seat as if his life depends on it.  
 
MISS CLARK (Still typing) As it does on this data. 
 
TERRY I’ve put him on one side of the bowl and Kenwood on the other.  
 
MISS CLARK (Still typing) I’m sure they make a lovely couple.  
 
TERRY And here’s the offending bottle. 
 

(TERRY puts the empty bottle on the coffee table and looks at 
the label) 

 
TERRY  Now I know why they call it ‘Teacher’s.’ 
 
MISS CLARK Not funny Terry. Now hurry up with Kenwood’s trousers. 
 

(TERRY takes KENWOOD’s trousers from the desk and starts 
putting them on as HE talks.) 
 

TERRY You know you said that only five per cent of inspections are 
inspected by these H.M.I.s..... 

 
MISS CLARK (Still typing) The lucky few. 
 
TERRY ...so doesn’t that mean ninety-five per cent of inspections could 

be wrong? 
 

(MISS CLARK stops typing suddenly and looks at him) 
    
MISS CLARK Terry, all Ofsted inspections are wrong. They’re a crude 

judgement of the school, they narrow the curriculum and cause 
unnecessary stress to the children and staff. 

 
(MISS CLARK resumes typing) 

 
TERRY Yes, I’m beginning to realise that now. 
 
MISS CLARK (Still typing) This should give Mr Kenwood all the information he 

needs. Our new results are going to show that we’ve done rather 
better than expected. 
 

TERRY  Are you sure about all this? 
 
MISS CLARK (Still typing) Trust me. It’ll work. 
 
TERRY  I trusted you before and now we’re in even more trouble. 
 
   (MS EVANS enters from the Reception door) 
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MS EVANS I’m not sure how much longer I can stall him. He’s filling in an 

application for a staff parking permit. 
 
TERRY  I didn’t know he needed one. 
 
MS EVANS  He doesn’t. 
 
MISS CLARK (Still typing) Well done Marjorie. 
 
MS EVANS And Mr Thomerson’s wife left an urgent message in reception 

asking if it’s possible for him to answer his own phone 
 

(LINDA enters from the head’s toilet) 
 
MISS CLARK Linda’s unlocked the door, so go and check on loverboy. 
 
MS EVANS (Rushing to the toilet) Mr Thomerson and I have a very… 
 

(MS EVANS exits to the head’s toilet)  
 
MISS CLARK (Still typing and calling after MS EVANS)…professional 

relationship. We know, we know. 
  
LINDA   Never thought I’d take a pee in front of my old headteacher. 
 
MISS CLARK (Still typing) When you were in my class, you took the pee in 

front of me often enough. 
 
LINDA    That’s ‘cos you were new. We had to test you out. 
 
MISS CLARK (Still typing) And did I pass? 
 
LINDA   Once we’d discovered your website. 
 
MISS CLARK (Stopping typing) What? 
 
LINDA After that, no-one messed with Miss Correction. 
 
MISS CLARK I don’t know what you’re talking about Linda. 
 
LINDA Oh come on, miss. Me dad’s got one of your pictures on the wall 

of his cell. 
 
MISS CLARK (Flattered) Really? (Correcting herself) Really, you must be 

mistaken. 
 
LINDA He likes women with tattoos. 
 

(There are violent retching sounds from the toilet.) 
 
TERRY (Nodding to the toilet) Your plan’ll never work if the boy chunder 

carries on like that. 
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MISS CLARK (Still reeling from Linda’s comment) The plan?  (Remembering) 
The plan. Yes. (Hurriedly returning to typing at the laptop) Look, 
Ofsted’s just a big game. 

 
LINDA Like Monopoly? 
 
MISS CLARK (Still typing) Yes, and like Monopoly, if you don’t win, you lose 

absolutely everything. So we just have to skew the rules back in 
our favour. Play them at their own game.  

 
LINDA  Miss, ain’t that cheating? 
 
MISS CLARK Not if we make up new rules. Consider it a bit like a ‘Get Out Of 

Jail Free’ card.  
 
LINDA I could do with one of those for me dad. 
 
MISS CLARK (Stopping typing with a flourish) Right. All done. Our updated 

data is looking very healthy indeed. Linda, you need to prepare. 
Time for you to use those amazing acting skills. 

 
 (MS EVANS enters from the head’s toilet) 
 
TERRY  How are the patients? 
 
MS EVANS Not good. I’ve never seen Geoff as bad as this. Now he’s got it 

both ends. 
 
TERRY Luckily there’s six weeks supply of bog roll in there. 
 
MS EVANS And he keeps slipping in and out of consciousness. Doesn’t 

know what he’s doing. 
 
MISS CLARK Just like a normal school day. 
 
MS EVANS (Sharply) Philippa! 
 
TERRY (Waving a smell away) You need to open the window in there.  
 
MS EVANS  Don’t worry, it’s wide open. 
 
MISS CLARK What about Kenwood? 
 
MS EVANS  Still out for the count. 
 
LINDA   Miss, shouldn’t we be calling an ambulance? 
 
TERRY  Or two? 
 
MISS CLARK We can’t. It’ll blow our story. And the stakes are as high as..... as 

a site manager’s house, if I recall?  
 
LINDA But they’re both unconscious… 
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MISS CLARK And as long as a bus ride to Wormwood Scrubs, to have a chat 
with your father, Miss Wilcox? (Checks her watch) Two minutes, 
Marjorie. 

 
 (MS EVANS exits back into the toilet leaving the door open) 
 
MS EVANS  (As she exits) I can’t help thinking this will all end in tears. 
 
MISS CLARK Just think about San Fernando. 
 
MS EVANS (From the toilet) San Vincenzo! 
 
MISS CLARK  Terry. You do the clock. Forward three hours.  
 

(TERRY takes down the wall clock, moves it forward three 
hours.) 

 
LINDA We used to do that before your lessons miss…so we could go 

home early. 
 
 (LINDA beams at MISS CLARK and perches herself on the 

desk) 
 
MISS CLARK I know Linda. But your class couldn’t tell the time, so I always set 

my clock back even further 
 
LINDA You never, miss? 
 
MISS CLARK Afraid so. You needed the longer lessons. 
 

(MISS CLARK rummages in KENWOOD’s laptop case)  
 
TERRY (As he finishes with the clock) And you’re sure you know what 

you’re doing with Kenwood? 
 
MISS CLARK Yes, remember it’s happened to me before...(quickly) ....to a 

diabetic teaching colleague. 
 

(She pulls out a small, long box from the laptop case)  
 

MISS CLARK (Quickly and triumphantly) His glucose kit.  Last time it 
happened, he... .. (quickly) this teaching colleague I know, was 
out cold for nearly the whole session.  

 
TERRY Session? 
 
MISS CLARK (Quickly) Lesson. Whole lesson. Nearly an hour. 
 
TERRY And that’s long enough?  
 
MISS CLARK Should be if it all goes to plan. Then I’ll give him a shot of this 

and he’ll come round. Groggy, but alive. You’ll have to trust me. 
 
TERRY  You keep saying that.  
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MISS CLARK None of us has any choice. 
 
TERRY  But I still don’t see why I have to be the inspector. 
 
MISS CLARK I’ve already explained. It’s like before. The H.M.I. probably 

doesn’t know the head’s a man because he’s inspecting 
Kenwood, not Geoff.  But he does know that Kenwood’s a man. 
So you have to be Kenwood. And Marjorie needs to cover for 
you, in case there’s another problem with the toilets. Linda’s got 
her own thing to sort out. Which means, you have to be 
Kenwood and l have to be Geoff. 

 
 (TERRY thinks in the silence for a moment) 
 
TERRY I understand why Marjorie needs to cover for me. But please can 

I be Geoff? I was just getting into it. I handled all that data didn’t 
I? I thought I was doing an excellent job being headteacher.  

 
MISS CLARK (Drily) So did Geoff. 
 
MS EVANS (From inside the toilet) I heard that. 
 
TERRY But I don’t know anything about being an inspector. 
 
MISS CLARK Earlier you didn’t know anything about being a headteacher. 

Now you think you’re practically a consultant. 
 
TERRY But what if the HMI does know Geoff’s a man? 
 
LINDA The state he’s in, I’m not sure he is much of a man.  
 
MS EVANS (From inside the toilet) I heard that too. 
 
MISS CLARK We’ll have to take that chance Terry. Now remember, this time 

he’s inspecting you as the inspector, not me as the Headteacher.  
 
TERRY  (Sulking) But I like being Geoff.  
 
MISS CLARK Terry. If you don’t shut up I’m going to hurt you. 
 
LINDA   And she charges for that. 
 
MISS CLARK That’s not helpful, Linda. 
 
TERRY  But I can’t do Kenwood’s public school accent. 
 
MISS CLARK You don’t need to do the accent. (Cheerily) Just think of it as 

another accelerated virtual promotion. Keep this up and you 
might actually make it to Chief Inspector. 

 
TERRY But...   
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MISS CLARK (Icily) Or you could be looking at a possible eviction. Two 
bedrooms, tree lined residential street? Now put his jacket on. 

 
TERRY Okay, okay. 
 
 (TERRY puts on KENWOOD’S jacket from the chair.) 
 
MISS CLARK (Calling out) Marjorie. I think we’re ready. 
 
 (MS EVANS enters, shutting the toilet door behind her) 
 
MS EVANS Geoff’s dozing peacefully over the bowl. Looks quite angelic. 
 
MISS CLARK You two know what to do? 
 
MS EVANS/ (Together) Yes. 
TERRY  
 
MISS CLARK And Linda, have you remembered to Google some Finnish 

phrases on your phone? 
 
LINDA Yeah. Here’s one. (SHE shows MISS CLARK her phone).Ota 

pois aluhousut 
   
MISS CLARK Excellent. What does it mean? 
 
LINDA (Giggling) ‘Please remove your underpants.’  
 
MS EVANS Linda! 
 
MISS CLARK It’s fine. He’ll never know. Practise it like we used to in drama 

lessons and keep hidden until you’re needed. 
 
LINDA Yes, miss. But why does it have to be from Finland? 
 
MISS CLARK No time to explain Linda. Just do it. Okay, Marjorie. Send him in, 

in one minute. 
 
 (MS EVANS exits to the reception area as TERRY sits down 

behind the head’s desk. LINDA exits to the head’s toilet reciting 
the Finnish phrase. SHE closes the door) 

 
MISS CLARK  (Annoyed) Terry! Think! You’re not the head anymore. You’re the 

inspector.  
 
TERRY Sorry, sorry! 
 
MISS CLARK (Tersely) None of us can afford to screw this up, Terry. 
 
 (TERRY slinks to the coffee table and sits down worriedly) 
 
MISS CLARK (More consoling) Look, you’ve seen what Kenwood does. (SHE 

picks up KENWOOD’s notes and scans through) You probably 
won’t need them, but remember, all his questions are here. Just 
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read them through and do lots of nodding, rubbing your chin and 
plenty of ‘umming’ and ‘aahing.’ 

 
TERRY (Nodding and rubbing) Ummmm. Ahhhh. 
 
MISS CLARK Sort of. And be friendly. Like last time. How was his trip? What 

time did he set off? Remember? Here’s my checklist and 
Kenwood’s notebook. 

 
 (SHE hands him the clipboard with the checklist and Kenwood’s 

notebook) 
 
TERRY If he’s Her Majesty’s Inspector, do I have to curtsy? 
 
MISS CLARK No. Just look as if you want to put the school into Special 

Measures. HMI like that. And remember your name is Charles 
Kenwood, Ofsted Inspector. I’ll just check that Kenwood’s still 
breathing. I’ll be out in…three minutes. 

 
(MISS CLARK enters the head’s toilet and closes the door.) 
 

TERRY (To himself) Charles Kenwood...Charles...Kenwood... 
 
 (There is a knock at the door)  
 
TERRY (In faux public school accent as Kenwood) Come in! 
  
 (TERRY sees the empty whisky bottle on the coffee table.) 
 
TERRY Aargh! 
 
 (TERRY grabs the bottle bag from the desk and hurriedly puts 

the bottle bag over the top of the bottle on the coffee table as MS 
EVANS enters, followed by Her Majesty’s Inspector of Schools, 
DR TRISTAN  BLUNT carrying a briefcase. He is a clipped, 
officious civil servant and doesn’t suffer fools. He wears a dark 
suit, with an expensive silk scarf.) 

 
MS EVANS May I present...his majesty...the inspector...for inspecting... 

inspectors. 
 
BLUNT (Greeting TERRY with a handshake) Good morning. Doctor 

Tristan Blunt, Ofsted HMI.  
 
TERRY (As Kenwood) Morning Doctor. (He bows respectfully) Ken 

Charleswood...(There is a moment as he corrects himself) 
...Charles Kenwood. 

 
BLUNT Sorry to drop in unannounced. Quality assurance visit you 

understand? 
 
TERRY (As Kenwood) The lucky five per cent. 
 
BLUNT  Absolutely. 
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MS EVANS  Now, before we start, can I get anyone a coffee? 
 
BLUNT Rather. Black coffee please. No sugar.  
 
MS EVANS And there are still lots of pastries in the oven and custard tarts 

left over from earlier. We can’t seem to shift them. 
 
BLUNT A custard tart would be splendid. 
 
MS EVANS And you’re not diabetic? 
 
BLUNT No. 
 
MS EVANS That’s a relief. 
 
TERRY (As Kenwood) You know, I’ll think I’ll join you Dr Blunt. A coffee 

with three sugars, if you will. 
 
 (MS EVANS glares at TERRY) 
 
MS EVANS (Through gritted teeth) Of course, Mr Kenwood 
 
 (MS EVANS exits to the Reception area. BLUNT removes his 

scarf and puts it over a chair and takes out a notebook.) 
 
BLUNT Made excellent time getting here. Cruised in at ninety on the 

motorway. 
 
 (There is an awkward, silent moment) 
 
TERRY (As Kenwood, so busy consulting his clipboard that he’s not 

been listening) Really? So…how was your journey? 
 
BLUNT (Slightly taken aback) As I say, textbook. Sailed through. M40 

from Oxford was clear as a bell. 
 
TERRY (As Thomerson, consulting clipboard) And where have you 

driven in from this morning? 
 
BLUNT (Slowly) From…Oxford.  Set off at six thirty, but made up time in 

the fast lane. 
 
TERRY (As Thomerson, consulting clipboard) So what time did you set 

off? 
 
BLUNT (Interrupting, irritated) Six thirty. 
 
TERRY (As Thomerson) Six thirty. 
 
BLUNT Yes. Six thirty. That’s the joy of a Jaguar. 
  
TERRY (As Thomerson) Jaguar? 
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BLUNT Yes. Got here at the crack. Parked up in the car park for a quick 
nap. Woke up to find some blighter had let all my tyres down. 

 
TERRY (As Kenwood and uncomfortable) Really? Bad luck. 
 
BLUNT  Wondering if they have CCTV footage. 
 
TERRY (As Kenwood) No. 
 
BLUNT No? 
 
TERRY (As Kenwood) No idea.  
 
BLUNT If I could find out who did it, I’d strangle the bastard.  
 
TERRY (As Kenwood, caressing his neck) Probably local kids..... from 

another school. 
 
BLUNT So let’s hope this monitoring visit will be a straightforward and 

simple affair... 
 
TERRY (As Kenwood) Yes, I’m sure it will all be...very straightforward. 
 
BLUNT ...so I can get the car sorted and head off home in time to watch 

the rest of the cricket.  
 
 (There is another embarrassed pause) 
 
BLUNT Before we start, could I just use the facilities? (HE moves 

towards the head’s toilet) 
 
 (TERRY moves forward to block his way) 
 
TERRY (As Kenwood) No! 
 
BLUNT (To TERRY) No? 
 
TERRY (As Kenwood) No. It’s just that...this isn’t…the facilities. 
 

(BLUNT and TERRY turn slowly and look at the sign which says 
‘W.C.’) 
 
(At that moment, the toilet flushes) 

 
BLUNT Not…the facilities? 
 
TERRY (As Kenwood) No. I fell for that one myself earlier on. And that 

sound’s just an airlock in the pipes. 
 
BLUNT But it says W.C. 
 
TERRY (As Kenwood, struggling to think) Yes, but in this case...W.C. 

stands for…(pronouncing the ‘W’ as a ‘V’)…Wilma 
…Cokk…Cokkolainen. 
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BLUNT Wilma…Cokk-cokkolainen 
 
 (BLUNT writes this in his notebook) 
 
TERRY No, sorry..just a single..Cokk.  
 
BLUNT A single Cokk. 
 
TERRY Yes, Wilma Cokkalainen 
 
BLUNT (Crossing out a ‘Cokk’ in his notebook) Wilma Cokkalainen 
 
TERRY (As Kenwood) She’s the school’s foreign exchange student. I 

met her earlier on in the inspection.  
 
 (TERRY takes BLUNT gently by the arm and leads him to the 

Reception Door) 
 
TERRY (As Kenwood) So, if you want to use the facilities, then I believe 

the staff toilets are down the corridor, just past Reception.    
 
BLUNT (As HE exits) Down the corridor, just past Reception. 
 
 (BLUNT exits to the Reception area) 
 
 (TERRY is alone in the room. HE spots BLUNT’s scarf, 

examines it and pockets it) 
 
   (MISS CLARK enters from the head’s toilet) 
 
TERRY  Where the hell have you been? 
 
MISS CLARK Sorry. Geoff was beginning to come around and started hugging 

Kenwood like a long-lost friend. 
 
TERRY That’s all we need. 
 
MISS CLARK You need to go and separate them. I’m not sure if Kenwood can 

breathe. 
 

(TERRY enters the head’s toilet and shuts the door behind him 
as MISS CLARK surveys the room, checking everything is in 
place. SHE spots Thomerson’s jacket on the desk along with his 
phone) 

 
MISS CLARK Jesus! Geoff’s jacket and phone! 
 

(As SHE hurriedly takes the jacket and heads to the toilet, the 
phone rings in her hand.  
 

MISS CLARK  (Looking at the phone display) Oh no, not again! 
 

(SHE stops just outside the toilet door and answers it) 
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MISS CLARK (Into phone) Hello, Mrs Thomerson….yes it’s Philippa Clark 

here…again....yes, with Geoff’s phone....well he’s working (she 
looks to the toilet door) flat out....keeping his head down…yes, 
Geoff and the inspector seem to be bonding surprisingly 
well…you’re on your way here?…to the school?...well I’m not 
sure if that’s a good…(the call ends)…hello?…hello? 

 

(The toilet door suddenly opens, hitting MISS CLARK full on the 

head. MISS CLARK clutches her head and collapses on the 

floor, out cold. TERRY enters from the toilet and sees her.)  

 

TERRY  Philippa? 

 

(HE kneels down and gently slaps her face.) 

 

TERRY  Jesus! Philippa! (At each slap) Wake up! Wake up....pleeease! 

 

(MISS CLARK doesn’t move)  

 

TERRY  Holy....cow!! (Shouting, panicked) Linda! Linda! 

 

   (LINDA enters from the toilet) 

 

LINDA   Not another one! 

 

(TERRY looks around for inspiration but none comes.) 

 

TERRY  Quick. Grab an arm. 

 

(HE and LINDA take an arm each and drag MISS CLARK into 

the head’s toilet along with Thomerson’s jacket and phone which 

MISS CLARK drops.) 

 

LINDA (As SHE enters the toilet) I should have gone into nursing. 

 

(TERRY re-enters, shutting the door behind him and panicky. 

He removes the bottle bag from the empty whisky bottle on the 

coffee table and puts it over his mouth and nose. HE takes a few 

deep breaths.) 

 

(The singing of a single low ‘Ohhh’ emerges from the head’s 
toilet from the incapacitated headteacher Thomerson sung by 
the actor playing Kenwood. TERRY looks up and puts the 
bottle bag down on the coffee table NEXT to the bottle. The 
‘Ohhh’ stops. TERRY begins to read through the clipboard. The 
low ‘Ohhh’ repeats.) 

 
TERRY (As himself) I must get a plumber into look at that airlock. 
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 (The ‘Ohhh’ develops into the opening few bars of ‘The Bonnie 
Bonnie Banks of Loch Lomond’ starting slowly and quietly and 
gradually getting louder) 

 
VOICE OF (From the head’s toilet, sung slowly, quietly and drunkenly and  
THOMERSON gradually getting louder) Ohhh........ ye'll tak' the high road, and 

Ah'll tak' the low road... 

 

   (TERRY looks anxiously towards the toilet) 

 

TERRY  This isn’t in the plan. 

 

   (LINDA enters cautiously from the toilet) 

 

LINDA   Old Thommo’s started singing. 

 

TERRY  I heard. 

    

(LINDA goes back into the toilet) 

 

(TERRY puts down the notes and rushes to the toilet door.) 

 

TERRY (Into the toilet) Pipe down Geoff. Or you’ll have to ‘tak’ early 

retirement. Try to keep him quiet Linda. 

 

LINDA (From the head’s toilet) I am! 

 

VOICE OF (Thomerson from the head’s toilet, sung) ...And Ah'll be in  

THOMERSON Scotlan' afore ye.... 

 

TERRY (Into the toilet) If you don’t keep it down, we’ll be in shiteland 

afore ye. 

 

(TERRY continues reading KENWOOD’s notes. There is the 

sound of violent retching from the toilet) 

 

TERRY  And try to keep that down too. 

 

VOICE OF (From the head’s toilet, sung)...Fir me an' my true love will ne-er  

THOMERSON meet again... 

 

   (TERRY enters the toilet) 

 

TERRY (As he enters the toilet) Put a sock in it MacVomit! 

 

VOICE OF (From the head’s toilet, sung)... On the bonnie, bonnie banks o'  

THOMERSON Loch.... (Suddenly spoken, not sung ) Ow! 

 

LINDA   (From inside the toilet) Terry! 
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TERRY (From inside the toilet) Sorry Geoff. It was for your own good. 

 

(TERRY enters from the head’s toilet) 

 

TERRY ...and mine...and for music lovers. 

 

(MS EVANS enters carrying a tray with two coffees and a 

custard tart. She puts the tray on the coffee table) 

 

TERRY  Marjorie. There have been a couple of hiccups.  

 

MS EVANS (As herself, concerned) Geoff’s got hiccups? I’m not surprised, 

the amount he’s drunk. 

 

TERRY  No. Hiccups....in the plan. 

 

MS EVANS   Geoff hit his head on the bowl again? 

 

TERRY  Worse than that. 

 

MS EVANS  (More concerned) Worse? 

 

TERRY  He’s started singing. 

 

MS EVANS  That always happens. 

 

TERRY  ........in Scottish. 

 

MS EVANS  Blunt will be back any second. I’ll go and keep him quiet.  

 

   (SHE goes to enter the toilet, but TERRY blocks her) 

 

TERRY  Wait. There’s a second hiccup.  

 

MS EVANS  More diarrhoea? 

 

TERRY  No. It’s Philippa 

 

MS EVANS  Yes, where is she? 

 

TERRY  She was in front of the door. 

 

MS EVANS  Was? 

 

TERRY  Until I opened it. 

 

MS EVANS  Yes? 
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TERRY  Onto her head.  

 

MS EVANS  Her head? Is she alright? 

 

TERRY  Not really....she’s unconscious 

 

MS EVANS (Alarmed) Unconscious?  

 

TERRY Yes, out like a light. 

 

MS EVANS Not another one. So where is she? 

 

TERRY We dragged her in there. (Indicates toilet) It’s getting rather 

crowded. 

 

MS EVANS Yes. It’s busier than A and E. 

 

TERRY Now, you’ll have to be Geoff. 

 

MS EVANS What? 

 

TERRY You’ll have to be Geoff. 

 

MS EVANS But the new inspector’s already met me. 

 

TERRY And what did you say to him? 

 

MS EVANS  I just welcomed him to the school and got him to apply for a 

parking permit. 

 

TERRY Did you tell him your name? 

 

MS EVANS No, I don’t think so. 

 

TERRY Good. So you can be both secretary… 

 

MS EVANS School Business Manager 

 

TERRY ...school business manager and headteacher. 

 

MS EVANS Both? 

 

TERRY Yes. It’s a staffing initiative…to save money. 

 

MS EVANS But…. 

 

TERRY You’ll work it out. Remember San Fernando. 
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MS EVANS San Vincenzo! 

 

 (TERRY pushes MS EVANS into the head’s toilet and closes the 

door, leaning on it.  

 

(There is a knock at the door) 

 

(TERRY sees the empty whisky bottle exposed again on the 

coffee table. HE hurriedly rushes to it and puts the bottle INSIDE 

THE BAG with neck of the bottle upwards and not seen.)  

 

TERRY  (Calmly, but breathless, as Kenwood) Come in. 

 

 (BLUNT enters from the Reception Door.) 

 

(BLUNT is carrying his right shoe in one hand and a wet sock in 

the other. His right foot is bare, with his trouser legs slightly 

rolled up. HE is clearly irritated.) 

 

BLUNT You said, just past Reception? 

 

TERRY (As Kenwood) Sorry? 

 

BLUNT The staff toilets. 

 

TERRY (As Kenwood) Yes, on the left. 

 

BLUNT (Annoyed) On the left.  

 

TERRY (As Kenwood) Yes, on the right, I believe….are the nursery 

toilets. 

 

BLUNT Which appear to be flooded… 

 

TERRY (As Kenwood, mock shocked) Really? 

 

BLUNT …as now, is my shoe. 

 

TERRY  (As Kenwood) Bad luck.  

 

BLUNT It doesn’t appear to be my day 

 

 (BLUNT sits down, putting his shoe to the side and wrings out 

some water from his sock a delicately drapes it over his 

briefcase to dry. He takes out a notebook and pen) 

 

BLUNT Any sign of the head yet? 
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TERRY (As Kenwood) Yes, I think he’s…she’s just coming 

 

BLUNT Good. Now just carry on with the inspection Kenwood. 

Remember I’m just observing the whole process. I’m sure you 

know what you are doing. 

 

(BLUNT laughs and TERRY laughs nervously in return) 

 

BLUNT  (Conspiratorially) Let’s face it, any old fool can be an inspector. 

 

TERRY  (As Kenwood) Yes, I’m beginning to think that’s true. 

 

BLUNT (Sitting and irritated, notebook poised) So whilst we’re waiting 

for the head, tell me what you think the key issues are for this 

school. 

 
TERRY (As Kenwood, hesitating and frantically consulting Kenwood’s 

notes) Ummm….ahhh…well, I’m sure I don’t need to tell you. 
 
BLUNT No, but it would be good to hear your views. 
 
TERRY (As Kenwood) No really, it’s fine. I don’t want to tell you your job.  
 
BLUNT  But I want to see what you know 
 
TERRY (As Kenwood) And I want to see if what I know tallies with what 

you know.  
 
BLUNT  Yes, but….. 
 
TERRY (As Kenwood) ...and as you’re my senior, you go first.  
 
BLUNT  But…… 
 
TERRY (As Kenwood) So let’s not waste time.  
 
BLUNT But... 
 
TERRY (As Thomerson). I insist. Fire away, Dr Blunt. 
 
BLUNT (Taken aback) Well, it seems to me that it’s the progress of more 

able girls in maths that’s a particular issue in this school. What 
can you tell me about that?  

 
TERRY (As Kenwood, glancing Kenwood’s notebook) Well, I’m glad you 

asked me that question....Let’s see. Yes. Well, A.R.E. is down on 
last year. F.S.M.s are on track... 

 

(BLUNT makes notes and ‘umms’ and ahhhs’) 
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TERRY (As Kenwood, still reading the notes) G.D. boys are in line with 
nationals and E.A.L.s. are making progress. Potatoes, milk and 
pickle. 

 

 (BLUNT slowly looks up from his notes) 

 

BLUNT Potatoes? Milk? 

 

TERRY (As Kenwood) And...pickle. ....sorry...must be my shopping list. 

 

BLUNT (Irritated) Well the first bit ties in with my thoughts entirely. 

Seems we’re on the same wavelength. Good.  

 

(MS EVANS enters from the toilet as Thomerson. She is in the 
middle of putting on Thomerson’s jacket as she enters. Both men 
stand up as she enters) 

 
TERRY (As Kenwood) Dr Blunt, can...I....introduce....Thomas 

Jefferson…. 
 
MS EVANS (As Thomerson, interrupting and holding out a hand to shake 

and faux Scottish) …Geoffrey Thomerson, Headteacher. 
 
 (As SHE holds out her hand, it is completely covered by the 

oversize sleeve of Thomerson’s jacket. SHE stares at it, as does 
BLUNT and TERRY, until she manoeuvres her hand out of the 
sleeve and shakes hands with BLUNT) 

 
BLUNT (Slightly taken aback) Good....morning….again. 
 
MS EVANS (As Thomerson, faux Scottish) Och, of course, we’ve met. 
 
 (MS EVANS looks down at his foot) 
 
MS EVANS But, before… you were wearing both shoes. 
 
TERRY (As Kenwood) Nursery toilets. 
 
MS EVANS (As Thomerson) Sorry. 
 
BLUNT And before…you were the secretary. 
 
TERRY (As Kenwood) School business manager 
 
MS EVANS (As Thomerson, faux Scottish) Aye, that’s right, I am the school 

business manager. But I’m also the head. We like to think out of 
the box. Always striving for best value. 

 
BLUNT (Making a note) Ofsted like best value. 
 
TERRY (As Kenwood, to MS EVANS) I told you. 
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 (THEY all sit at the coffee table) 
 
MS EVANS  (As Thomerson, faux Scottish) And I know what you’re thinking 
 
BLUNT  Well I…. 
 
MS EVANS (As Thomerson) You’re thinking, Geoffrey is a name usually 

associated with a man. 
 
BLUNT  Yes, but… 
 
MS EVANS (As Thomerson) Happens all the time. My parents sense of 

humour. It’s a Scottish thing. My mum’s called Douglass.  
 
BLUNT Really? 
 
MS EVANS (As Thomerson) And I’ve a sister called Hamish….now, here’s 

your coffee 
 
 (SHE tries to pass BLUNT his coffee, but the long jacket sleeve 

gets in the way and she has to make a complicated laboured 
manoeuvre to pick it up using both hands to cup around it, 
sleeves flopping. BLUNT stares.) 

 
MS EVANS (As Thomerson) Now you’re also probably wondering why I’m 

wearing this very large jacket. 
 
BLUNT  I am rather. 
 
MS EVANS (As Thomerson) Wouldn’t want you to jump to any silly 

conclusions. We’re not all acting like loonies. (Laughs self 
consciously) You see, it’s a charity fundraiser. 

 
BLUNT Really? Go on. 
 
MS EVANS (As Thomerson) Just a bit of fun. It’s ‘Oversize for Orphans Day.’ 

I’m wearing this to raise money for orphaned children in Africa. 
 
BLUNT Oh, I see, an international link 
 
MS EVANS (As Thomerson) Yes, we call it ‘Long sleeves for Libya’ 
 

BLUNT Right. (HE makes a note on his notepad) So tell 

me…Geoffrey…what part of Scotland are you from? Only I 

didn’t notice your accent earlier on and my father’s from up 

there. 

 

MS EVANS (As Thomerson) My family’s from the far west coast. Far, far 

west. Little wee island in the Outer Hebrides. Where they make 

the tartans. 

 

BLUNT Spent a lot of time up there with my grandparents when I was 

lad. What’s the name of the island? 
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MS EVANS (As Thomerson, thinks quickly).......Treasure… Island. 

 

BLUNT (Puzzled) Treasure Island? Mm? Don’t know that one. I’ll have 

to look it up when I get home. 

 

TERRY  (As Kenwood) So shall we get down to business.  

 

BLUNT  Lets.  

 

TERRY  (As Kenwood) I was just telling Mr Blunt about the key issues. 

 

MS EVANS  (As Thomerson and unsure) Right. Excellent. Those. 

 

TERRY (As Kenwood) And was about to say that progress of more able 

girls in maths might be an area to develop. 

 

MS EVANS  (As Thomerson) I agree. One hundred and ten percent. 

 

BLUNT (Noting seriously in his notebook) One hundred and ten 

percent... 

 

(THOMERSON’s long singing ‘Ohhhh’ begins again from the 

head’s toilet. There is a moment.) 

 

MS EVANS (As Thomerson, singing to cover it up) ‘Ohhhhhhhh.......’ 

 

 (BLUNT and TERRY stare at her) 

 

MS EVANS (As Thomerson, standing and singing, West End style) 

‘......OOOk-lahoma, where the wind comes sweepin' down the 

plain, And the wavin' wheat can sure smell sweet, When the 

wind comes right behind the rain.....’ 

 

 (SHE suddenly stops and listens for any toilet noise) 

 

MS EVANS (As Thomerson) Sorry.  

 

BLUNT What on earth? 

 

MS EVANS  (As Thomerson) Can’t help it I’m afraid.....it’s a medical 

condition.  

 

BLUNT Really? 

 

MS EVANS (As Thomerson) Brought about by over exposure to show tunes 

at end of term productions. 
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TERRY (As Kenwood) Tragic. 

 

MS EVANS (As Thomerson) Yes. And as result, I’ve developed the singing 

version of Tourettes. Known as......Rodgers and Hammerstein 

Syndrome. 

 

BLUNT I’ve never heard of it. 

 

TERRY (As Kenwood) Yes, actually it’s quite common. Earlier on she 

did the entire first act of The King and I. 

 

MS EVANS (As Thomerson) It just comes on, when I’m stressed. 

 

BLUNT No need to be stressed. I’m sure you know what you are doing. 

 

MS EVANS  (As Thomerson) Yes......I know all the lyrics 

 

BLUNT  I meant as headteacher. 

 

MS EVANS  (As Thomerson, laughing nervously) Oh, yes. Of course. 

 

BLUNT Are we ready to continue? 

 

MS EVANS (As Thomerson) Absolutely. 

 

TERRY (As Kenwood) So Mr Thomerson, can you tell me....... 

 

 (THOMERSON’s ‘Ohhh’ singing starts again from the head’s 

toilet) 

 

MS EVANS (As Thomerson, singing) ‘.....Ohhh.....I'm just a girl who cain't 

say no, I'm in a terrible fix. I always say "come on, let's go!" 

Just when I orta say nix...’ 

 

TERRY (As Kenwood) Bravo! 

 

MS EVANS (As Thomerson) Sorry. I’m going through an Oklahoma phase at 

the moment. 

 

BLUNT  So I see. 

 

(The toilet door suddenly opens and MISS CLARK emerges. 

She is wearing TERRY’s overalls and has toilet paper bandaged 

around her head, draping down her shoulders and partly 

obscuring her face. SHE wears TERRY’s cap on backwards. 

SHE holds a toilet roll in one hand and a loo brush in the other. 

SHE stands there for a moment. SHE has concussion, slurred 

speech and is bemused, as are the others.) 
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MS EVANS (As Thomerson, mock delighted) Terry! 

 

MISS CLARK (As Terry) Ummm? (Hesitant) Am I? 

 

MS EVANS (As Thomerson, over-emphasised) Yes.....you are definitely 

Terry....our beloved caretaker. 

 

TERRY (As Kenwood) Although, I believe she likes to be known as the 

Site Manager. 

 

BLUNT Same thing. 

 

TERRY (As Kenwood) Not strictly speaking 

 

MS EVANS  (As Thomerson, interrupting) Yes, Terry was just in the middle of 

unblocking the nursery toilets. Weren’t you Terry? 

 

BLUNT About time. 

 

MISS CLARK (As Terry, dazed) Tursery…noilets! 

  

MS EVANS (As Thomerson) Terry, this is Dr Blunt. He’s one of Her 

Majesty’s Inspectors. 

 

MISS CLARK (As Terry, dazed and curtsying) Delighted to meet you…your 

royal highness. 

 

BLUNT Have we met before, only your voice seems frightfully familiar?  

 

MISS CLARK (As Terry, still confused) I don’t think so…your majesty. 

 

BLUNT (Pointing to the bandage) What happened to your head? 

 

MISS CLARK (As Terry, dazed) My head? 

 

BLUNT Yes, your head 

 

MISS CLARK (As Terry, dazed) My head? (Pointing to the toilet door) Pissed!  

 

BLUNT Pissed?  

 

MISS CLARK (As Terry. Pointing again) Pissed and unconscious. Vomit 

everywhere. 

 

BLUNT What? 
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MS EVANS (As Thomerson, hurriedly) Yes. Terry had a skiing accident, 

when we went on our international exchange to Finland. It 

happened on the piste. 

 

MISS CLARK (As Terry, dazed) Whi-sky! 

 

MS EVANS (As Thomerson, quickly interrupting) Yes, we…ski…there every 

year. Terry was unconscious and very sick. Needed an air 

ambulance for a nasty bang on the head. 

 

MISS CLARK (As Terry, dazed, indicating his head) Hang..on…the…bed! 

 

BLUNT Still doesn’t look quite right if you ask me. 

 

MS EVANS (As Thomerson) I told her she shouldn’t have come into work 

today. But what can you do? My staff are so committed. 

 

TERRY (As Kenwood) Yes, they should be. 

 

   (THOMERSON’s ‘Ohhh’ singing starts again from the toilet) 

 

MS EVANS (As Thomerson standing and singing slowly) ‘...Ohhhh...what a 

beautiful morning.....’ 

 

 (SHE puts an arm around MISS CLARK) 

 

MS EVANS (As Thomerson, singing) ‘....Oh what a beautiful day....’ 

 

MISS CLARK (As Terry, singing a late echo) ‘....day...’ 

 

MS EVANS (As Thomerson, spoken tersely to TERRY) Sing along, it helps 

my condition.  

 

 (MS EVANS, MISS CLARK and TERRY have now all linked 

arms) 

 

MS EV/TERRY (Singing together) ‘....Oh what a beautiful feeling.......’ 

 

MISS CLARK  (As Terry, a late echo) ‘....feeling....’ 

 

 (TERRY encourages BLUNT to sing, pulling him to his feet. 

BLUNT reluctantly joins in the last line) 

 

EVERYONE ‘...Everything’s coming my way....’ 

 

MISS CLARK (As Terry, late echo in Frank Sinatra style, with very long 

syllables) Myyyyyyyyyy....wayyyyyyyyyy. 
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 (They end, hands aloft in true West End style. Then there is an 

awkward moment and a couple of stifled, embarrassed coughs. 

They all sit down slightly embarrassed.) 

 

TERRY (As Kenwood) So, shall we get back down to business? 

 

BLUNT Yes, let’s. 

 

MS EVANS (As Thomerson) Terry. I think those fire alarm people might be 

turning up at any moment. 

 

MISS CLARK (As Terry, still groggy, pointing at BLUNT’s bare foot, loudly 

exclaimed) Athlete’s foot! 

 

 (SHE leads her by the arm to the reception door) 

 

MS EVANS (As Thomerson) Perhaps you should go and meet and greet 

them. 

 

MISS CLARK (As Terry, still groggy, pointing at BLUNT’s bare feet) 

Meet…and…feet! 

 

MS EVANS (As Thomerson) And perhaps stop by at the medical room on 

your way? 

 

 (MISS CLARK exits the reception door. MS EVANS sits down 

and TERRY shuts KENWOOD’s notebook in a satisfied manner) 

 

TERRY (As Kenwood) Well thank you very much Mr Thomerson. I think 
that concludes all my inspection questions. 

 
BLUNT Concludes?  
 
TERRY (As Kenwood) Yes, I think I now have all the information I need. 
 
BLUNT What do you mean? 
 
TERRY (As Kenwood) My inspection is complete. 
 
BLUNT Nonsense, man. You’ve only just begun. It’s first thing in the 

morning. 
 
MS EVANS (As Thomerson) Not at this school Dr Blunt.  
 
BLUNT What do you mean? 
 
MS EVANS (As Thomerson) You see, we follow the Finnish model. 
 
BLUNT The Finnish model? 
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TERRY (As Kenwood) You must know that Finland has one of the most 
successful school systems in the world. 

 
BLUNT Of course.  
 

MS EVANS (As Thomerson) As I said before, we have an international 

partner link with.....Moomintroll Primary School in Helsinki.  

(Indicating the ducks and armadillo animals on the table) The 

Finnish children gave Terry these traditional gifts during his 

recent ski-ing trip there.   

 

BLUNT (Examining the armadillo) ........An armadillo? 
 
MS EVANS (As Thomerson) Yes, it’s one of their national animals. Second 

only to the pickled herring. 
 
BLUNT (Disbelieving) Really?  
 
MS EVANS (As Thomerson) We’ve adopted their teaching methods, their 

curriculum, and their school day. 
 
TERRY (As Kenwood) Which ends at lunchtime. 
 
BLUNT But we’ve only just had breakfast. 
 
MS EVANS (As Thomerson) We’ve also adopted the Finnish time zone too. 

Look. (SHE points to the clock) Finland is three hours ahead of 
us. Our school day is virtually over. 

 
TERRY (As Kenwood) Didn’t they tell you all this back at Ofsted HQ? 
 
BLUNT (Confounded) No. 
 
MS EVANS (As Thomerson) That’s such a pity. I must introduce you to our 

Finnish exchange student. 
 
TERRY (As Kenwood, stressing it to MS EVANS) Her name is Wilma 

Cokkolainen.  
 
BLUNT (To Kenwood) Yes, you did mention her. 
 
TERRY (As Kenwood) With just the one ‘Cokk.’ 
 
MS EVANS (As Thomerson) She’s doing an educational research project 

with us.  
 
 (MS EVANS goes to the toilet door.) 
 
MS EVANS (As Thomerson. Indicating the toilet) I expect she’s in her office.  
 
 (MS EVANS knocks on the toilet door and after a moment LINDA 

steps out, chest forward and confident. Her hair is brushed and 
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is no longer in a pony tail. She adopts an exaggerated 
‘Scandinavian’ accent.) 

 
MS EVANS (As Thomerson) Dr Blunt, can I introduce…Wilma…Cokkolainen. 
 
 (BLUNT comes forward and shakes her hand) 
 
LINDA (With a little wave) Hei! Dok-tor Blouunt. 
 
BLUNT (Still suspicious) Good morning. 
 
TERRY (As Kenwood) You mean good afternoon, we’re on Finnish time. 
 
BLUNT I understand you’re doing an educational research project 

around national animals. 
 
LINDA (Slowly and deliberately) Anal-moles! 
 
MS EVANS (To Linda, as if teaching English) It’s pronounced ‘Animals,’ 

Wilma. 
 
LINDA (Slowly and deliberately) Anal-moles. 
 
MS EVANS (As Thomerson) Nearly. I’m afraid her English is a bit…basic. 

She understands more than she can say. 
 
LINDA (Confidently remembered) Ota pois aluhousut! 
 
 (LINDA goes to the coffee table and picks up a duck and the 

armadillo) 
 
LINDA (Pointing to herself) Moomintroll Priiim-aary Skoool. Anal-moles. 
 
MS EVANS (As Thomerson) The project is using national ‘animals’ as a 

stimulus for developing a truly international curriculum. 
 
BLUNT You mean the armadillo? 
 
 (LINDA holds up the armadillo) 
 
LINDA (Slowly and deliberately) I’m-a-dildo. 
 
MS EVANS (As if teaching English) Armadillo. 
 
BLUNT ...and the duck? 
 
 (LINDA holds up the duck) 
 
LINDA Dikk! (SHE holds up the armadillo) I’m-a-dildo (then the duck) 

…dikk! 
 
TERRY (As Kenwood) It’s a very innovative project and good for 

encouraging global harmony. The children really liked it. 
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LINDA (Slowly and deliberately) Like…tit. 
 
MS EVANS (As Thomerson, trying to teach) ‘Really..liked…it.’ 
 
LINDA (Slowly and deliberately) Like…tit. 
 
MS EVANS (As Thomerson) Educates them about endangered species like 

the armadillo. 
 
BLUNT But there aren’t any armadillos in Finland. 
 
MS EVANS (As Thomerson) You see? That’s exactly the point. 
 
BLUNT And what about the duck? 

 
MS EVANS (As Thomerson) Also on the critical list in Finland….due to over-

fishing. 
 
BLUNT Over-fishing? 
 
MS EVANS (As Thomerson, full of conviction) Oh, yes. 
 
 (From the coffee table, BLUNT picks up the bottle bag containing 

the empty whisky bottle) 
 
BLUNT Well, what about this? 
 
 (There is a moment, as MS EVANS thinks) 
 
MS EVANS (As Thomerson, slightly panicky) That? 
 
BLUNT Yes. What’s this? 
 
MS EVANS (As Thomerson) That’s…a…traditional…Finnish…musical 

instrument… 
 
BLUNT Really? 
 
MS EVANS (As Thomerson, indicating the bottle bag) Yes…what’s this one 

called again, Wilma? 
 
 (LINDA looks at MS EVANS, perturbed) 
 
LINDA Dis…is..da…paper-baggen-bottle-flooten! 
 
 (BLUNT presents the bottle bag to LINDA) 
 
BLUNT (Unconvinced) I see? Well, maybe you can give us a tune. 
 
 (LINDA looks horrified, but takes the bottle bag and bottle and 

ceremonially puts it to her lips and blows across the top, 
producing a feeble sound in a staccato rhythm which goes on for 
a bit too long, but played as if it were a Stradivarius) 
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TERRY (As Kenwood, as the sound continues) It’s rather beautiful, don’t 
you think? 

 
MS EVANS (As Thomerson, as the sound continues) Such a haunting sound. 
 
 (LINDA finishes with a flourish and a ‘Hei!’ and takes a bow. MS 

EVANS and TERRY clap enthusiastically. LINDA gives them a 
withering look and goes to the flipchart.) 

 
TERRY (As Kenwood) It’s a quite visionary project. 
 
 (LINDA, in revenge mode, goes to the flipchart and picks up a 

pen) 
 
LINDA Ota... 
 
 (LINDA draws a large circle, near the bottom of the flipchart and 

points to TERRY) 
 
LINDA Pois... 
 

(LINDA draws a similar large circle beside the first and points to 
MS EVANS) 

 
LINDA   Aluhousut! 
 

(LINDA draws a long cylindrical loop above the circles that 
completes a picture of a huge cock and balls and points to both 
TERRY and MS EVANS) 

 
MS EVANS (As Thomerson, alarmed) Yes, thank you Wilma. Perhaps you 

should get back to your research. 
 
   (MS EVANS ushers her to the toilet door) 
 
LINDA   (Annoyed as she exits to the toilet) Hei! Dok-tor Blount! 
 
TERRY (As Kenwood, interrupting) You know, I’ve never known a school 

quite like this one. It’s quite unique. 
 
BLUNT So let me get this straight. As part of your inspection, you’ve 

observed lessons? 
 
TERRY (As Kenwood) Yes. All of them excellent. 
 
BLUNT  (Ticking off in a notebook) Examined the planning? 
 
TERRY (As Kenwood) Exemplary. 
 
 (He ticks down his list) 
 
BLUNT Staff police checks? 
 
TERRY (As Kenwood) All in order. 
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BLUNT Talked to governors? 
 
TERRY  (As Kenwood) And to parents and children. They all love the 

school. 
 
BLUNT (Doubting) Hmm. And you’re absolutely sure there are no 

skeletons hiding in the cupboard?  
 
TERRY (As Kenwood, glancing at the toilet door) Yes. There are no 

skeletons in the cupboard. 
 
BLUNT (Still unsure) So, Kenwood, what would be your final judgement 

on this school? 
 
TERRY (As Kenwood) Well.....with the small exception of more able girls 

in maths...it is my considered professional view that this school is 
absolutely ‘outstanding.’ 

 
BLUNT (Doubting) Outstanding? You have to be damn confident to give 

one of those these days. 
 
TERRY (As Kenwood) Look. (He indicates the open laptop) See for 

yourself. 
 

(BLUNT peers at the laptop screen and scrolls down) 
 
TERRY (As Kenwood) I’ve checked through the data. It all backs up my 

judgement. 
 
(There is moment as BLUNT ‘umms’ and ‘ahhs’ as he looks at 
the screen. TERRY and MS EVANS are on tenterhooks.) 
 

BLUNT (To MS EVANS) Well, it looks like congratulations are in 
order…Geoffrey. Seems like you run a tight ship. 

 
 (BLUNT extends his hand to MS EVANS who, messily reveals 

her hand from the overlong sleeve and shakes it delightedly) 
 
MS EVANS (As Thomerson, laughing nervously and glancing over at the 

toilet door) Very tight indeed. 
 
BLUNT (Clearing up his belongings) And my job here is done. Just need 

to kick some arse down at Ofsted HQ, change my shoes and 
then off to the cricket. (He shakes hands with TERRY) Thank 
you for your time and hospitality. (He goes to the reception door 
and turns back.) You know it’s refreshing to meet such a 
committed and competent pair of fellow professionals like you 
two. 

 
 (HE exits the reception door. MS EVANS and TERRY breathe a 

collective sigh of relief, hug each other briefly but think better of 
it.) 
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TERRY (As himself, excitedly turning to MS EVANS) Committed and 
competent professionals. Did you hear that? 

 
MS EVANS (As herself) Yes, but don’t get carried away.  
 
TERRY We pulled it off. We got an ‘outstanding!’ 
 
MS EVANS Remember, that was just the dress rehearsal Terry. It worked 

with Blunt. We’ve still got Kenwood to deal with. Let’s hope he’s 
as gullible. 

 
TERRY But I’ve got no deputy to help me out this time. 
 
MS EVANS You’ll be fine. You shouldn’t have any problems now that you’re 

an ex-inspector.  
 

(MS EVANS and TERRY rush to the toilet door and open it. 
LINDA comes out.) 

 
TERRY/ 
MS EVANS (Together) How are they? 
 
LINDA Kenwood’s still out for the count. Thommo seems a little better. 
 
MS EVANS Give him a few sips of water Linda. Terry, give Kenwood the 

injection.   
 

(LINDA goes back into the toilet) 
 

TERRY Me? But Philippa was doing the injection. She’s done it before. 
 

(MISS CLARK enters from reception, still as TERRY, still dazed. 
She is now holding a toilet plunger and stands at the door silent 
for a few seconds. TERRY and MS EVANS stare at her.) 

 
MISS CLARK (As Terry) I’m not sure, but have I got triplets? 
 
TERRY  Not anymore. 
 
MISS CLARK (As Terry) And am I a Muslim? 
 
MS EVANS   Sometimes, dear. 
 
   (MISS CLARK exits to the reception door) 
 
MS EVANS  I don’t think Philippa’s up to giving an injection, do you? 
 
TERRY But I don’t like needles 
 
MS EVANS And I didn’t like singing the show tunes, but I had to do it. 
 
 (TERRY goes into the toilet as MS EVANS takes the jacket off. 

There is a moment and then a loud scream from toilet. MS 
EVANS rushes to the toilet door) 
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MS EVANS (Concerned) What happened? Is he alright? 
 
 (TERRY comes out of the toilet) 
 
TERRY Yes. I haven’t done it yet. It was just the sight of the needle. 
 
MS EVANS Jesus Terry. Just take a deep breath. I can’t be doing with a 

(quickly counts on her fingers)…fourth one unconscious. 
 
 (LINDA comes out of the toilet) 
 
LINDA Oh, for gawd’s sake, stop arguing, you two. Let me do it. I’ve 

seen me dad use a needle loads of times. Come and give us a 
hand.  

 
 (LINDA goes back into the toilet, followed by MS EVANS and 

TERRY) 
 
 (There is a knock at the Reception door) 
 
LINDA   (From the toilet) Just a little prick Mr Kenwood. 
 

(There is another knock at the Reception door and BLUNT 
enters) 

 
   (TERRY comes out of the toilet, his hand over his eyes) 
 
TERRY  I can’t watch. 
 
BLUNT  Hello? 
 

(TERRY slowly uncovers his eyes and screams when he sees 
BLUNT) 

 
TERRY (Suddenly as Kenwood, shouting towards the head’s toilet, as a 

warning to MS EVANS) Dr Blunt!  (Still shouting) Geoffrey! 
Wilma! It’s Dr Blunt. 

 
BLUNT  Sorry to intrude in again, but I forgot about my tyres. 
 
TERRY  (Shouting towards toilet as Kenwood) Your tyres......Dr Blunt? 
 
BLUNT  Yes. No need to shout. 
 
TERRY (Still shouting, as Kenwood pointing to the toilet rolls) Sorry, I 

was just trying out the acoustics in here. (HE sings a musical 
scale up and down to ‘la’) All that Rogers and Hammerstein’s got 
me going. 

 
BLUNT  The tyres on my Jag are completely flat, if you remember. 
 
TERRY (As Kenwood) Oh yes. Those local children...from another 

school. 
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BLUNT  Wondering if anyone had such a thing as a pump? 
 

(The toilet door opens. MS EVANS enters from the toilet. She 
shuts the door behind her.) 

 
TERRY (As Kenwood to MS EVANS) Dr Blunt was wondering if the 

school has a pump he could borrow? 
 
BLUNT For my tyres. 
 
MS EVANS (As Thomerson) I’m sure we can find one. After all we are an 

‘outstanding’ school. 
 
BLUNT  Splendid. 
 
MS EVANS  (As Thomerson) I’ll go and find Terry.  
 

(SHE goes to exit to Reception but a loud groaning is heard from 
the toilet. SHE freezes.) 

 
MS EVANS (As Thomerson, suddenly singing to cover it up) ‘Climb ev’ry 

mountain, ford every stream.’ 
 

(MS EVANS stops singing and listens to make sure the groaning 
has stopped) 
 

MS EVANS  (As Thomerson) Sorry. I’ve moved on to..... 
 
BLUNT .....(impatiently) The Sound of Music. Yes. Lovely. Now about 

that pump. 
 

(KENWOOD shuffles out of the toilet. He stands groggily, holding 
a toilet roll in each hand. He is not wearing any trousers.) 

 
BLUNT  (To KENWOOD) Who the devil are you? 
 
KENWOOD  (Dazed) Where am I? 
 
MS EVANS  (As Thomerson) In my office.  
 
KENWOOD  Your office? 
 
MS EVANS (As Thomerson) Yes, the headteacher’s office. (Introducing 

KENWOOD to BLUNT and TERRY) This is the man who has 
come to inspect the fire alarm. 

 
KENWOOD Fire alarm? Hang on. (Pointing to TERRY) I thought he was the 

head? 
 
BLUNT  (Pointing to TERRY) No, he’s the inspector. 
 
TERRY (As Kenwood) Yes, I’m the inspector.  
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MS EVANS (As Thomerson, pointing to BLUNT) And he’s the inspector. 
 
TERRY (As Kenwood, pointing to BLUNT) Yes, he’s the inspector, I’m 

the inspector. (Pointing to MS EVANS) And he’s….she’s the 
head. 

 
KENWOOD  (Pointing to MS EVANS) You’re the head? 
 
MS EVANS  (As Thomerson) Yes, I’m the head. 
 
KENWOOD  I thought you were the secretary. 
 
TERRY  (As Kenwood) School Business Manager. 
 
MS EVANS  (As Thomerson) Yes, I am. But I’m also the head. 
 
KENWOOD  I thought the head was a man… 
 
MS EVANS (As Thomerson, laughing uncomfortably) Not for as long as I’ve 

been in charge. 
 
KENWOOD …and his name was Geoffrey. 
 
MS EVANS That’s me. (Chirpy) Call me Geoff. 
 
TERRY (As Kenwood) It’s a Scottish thing. She has a sister called 

Hamish. 
 
KENWOOD  But, but......I’m the inspector. 
 
MS EVANS (As Thomerson, patronisingly) Yes, you’ve come to inspect the 

fire alarm. 
 
KENWOOD (Confused) Have I? 
 
 (MISS CLARK enters, still as Terry. She still has a bandaged 

head and waits just inside the door.) 
 
KENWOOD (Pointing to MISS CLARK) Thank God. Maybe your deputy can 

make sense of all this. 
 
MISS CLARK (As Terry) Deputy?  
 
MS EVANS (As Thomerson) She’s not the deputy. 
 
BLUNT She’s the Caretaker.  
 
MISS CLARK (As Terry) Site Manager, if you please, sir. 
 
KENWOOD  But…. 
 
MISS CLARK (As Terry, still groggy) And as Site Manager, toilet unblocker, 

part-time Muslim and mother of triplets, I have come to inform 
you that there is no need to panic... 
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MS EVANS (As Thomerson) Too late. 
 
MISS CLARK (As Terry holding up two rude fingers to BLUNT)... for two 

reasons... (SHE holds up one finger, the middle one, to Ms 
Evans.) One. Your sister is in the school grounds and is looking 
for you. 

 
MS EVANS (As Thomerson, confused) My sister? 
 
TERRY (As Kenwood) Hamish? 

 
MISS CLARK (As Terry, still groggy) Yes, you know, (SHE winks 

exaggeratedly) the…other…Mrs Thomerson. You know. (SHE 
winks again) The one that keeps on phoning.  

 
MS EVANS (As Thomerson, suddenly understanding and horrified) Oh, the 

other Mrs Thomerson. (Then becoming suddenly more positive) 
Oh my god, what an unexpected surprise.  

 
MISS CLARK (As Terry) She arrived in the car park a few minutes ago. She 

seemed quite…excited...about seeing you. 
 
MS EVANS (As Thomerson) She’s such a sweety. 
 
KENWOOD (To MISS CLARK, still confused) You know, your voice is very 

familiar. Have we met before? 
 
MISS CLARK (As Terry) I shouldn’t think so. I don’t have a fire alarm. 
 
KENWOOD But I don’t know the first thing about fire alarms. 
 
MS EVANS (As Thomerson) That’s probably why they’re not working 

properly 
 
BLUNT  (To Kenwood) So who exactly are you? 
 
KENWOOD (Confused) You know, I’m not really sure anymore. (To TERRY) 

But why are you wearing my trousers? (To BLUNT) And why are 
you wearing just one shoe? 
 

MISS CLARK/ (All four together) The nursery toilets! 
MS EVANS/ 
TERRY/BLUNT 
 
 (MISS CLARK exits the Reception door) 
 
BLUNT Look, this is all very irregular. I’m going to have to make a call to 

Ofsted HQ. 
 
MS EVANS (As Thomerson) But we’re an ‘outstanding’ school. You said so 

yourself. 
 
 (BLUNT gets out his phone) 
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BLUNT Look, Mrs Thomerson, I’m no fool. First someone lets down my 

tyres, then I have to suffer an unabridged performance of 
Oklahoma. Then there’s a toilet that’s an office for a Finnish 
student who speaks no English, (pointing to KENWOOD) to say 
nothing of Mr Nobody here and his missing trousers and a room 
full of people who think they’re inspectors.  

 
 (THEY all look on aghast as HE prepares to dial Ofsted HQ. 

THEY then gather around him raising their voices as he begins 
to dial.) 

 
MS EVANS/ I’m the head and this is preposterous 
TERRY/ But this school is outstanding  (Speaking all at once) 
KENWOOD Why is he wearing my trousers? 

 
 (MISS CLARK enters from the Reception door, closes it behind 

her and stands in front of it. BLUNT stops dialling.) 
 
MISS CLARK (As Terry, cutting across everyone, shouting) EXCUSE ME 

EVERYONE..... 
 
 (MS EVANS, TERRY, KENWOOD and BLUNT all freeze and 

stare at MISS CLARK) 
 
MISS CLARK ...BUT THERE’S ANOTHER VISITOR IN RECEPTION! 
 
MS EVANS (As Thomerson, with dread) You mean my sister. 
 
MISS CLARK (As Terry) No...no, no, no, no, no…there’s another visitor 
 
MS EVANS (As Thomerson) Well who is it? 
 
MISS CLARK (As Terry) It’s...another inspector. 
 
EVERYONE ANOTHER INSPECTOR?! 
 
MISS CLARK Yes. An Inspector Goole. Looking for a... Geoffrey Thomerson. 
 

(Suddenly the Reception door opens, colliding with MISS 
CLARK’s head. MISS CLARK reels but stays standing and even 
more dazed. LINDA enters dramatically. She is dressed as a 
SWAT policewoman, with peaked police hat and a gas mask 
which covers her face. Everything she says from this point is 
completely indecipherable due to the gas mask over her face.) 

 
 (KENWOOD points at TERRY. TERRY points at MS EVANS. 

MS EVANS points to MISS CLARK. BLUNT points to MS 
EVANS. MISS CLARK points to MS EVANS)  

 
EVERYONE (All together – KENWOOD saying ‘him’) That’s her!  
EXCEPT LINDA  
MS EVANS (Realising and apologetic) Sorry, sorry. Actually it’s me. I’m 

Geoffrey Thomerson. 
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LINDA (Garbled) Stand back! Police. 
 
 (MS EVANS, BLUNT, TERRY and KENWOOD raise their hands 

in the air as if to surrender.) 
 
LINDA (Garbled) There’s been an incident in the kitchen. 
 
 (There is a moment of confusion. THEY can’t understand her) 
 
LINDA (Garbled) There’s been an incident in the kitchen. 
 
BLUNT Sorry, officer, but we can’t understand a word of what you are 

saying 
 
 (LINDA begins a series of mimes with the others trying to guess 

what she means, all the time speaking incoherently into the gas 
mask. It becomes increasingly hurried and frantic.) 

 
 (LINDA points out of the Reception door) 
 
BLUNT Is there something wrong with the wall? 
 
TERRY (As Kenwood) Do you mean the door? 
 
KENWOOD The corridor? 
 
 (LINDA shakes her head and points further through the door) 
 
MS EVANS (As Thomerson) Out there? 
 
 (LINDA points at MS EVANS, nods and gives her the thumbs 

up.) 
 
MS EVANS (As Thomerson, proudly) I’ve always been good at charades. 
 
 (Linda mimes turning on the hobs of an oven) 
 
BLUNT Starting the engine? 
 
KENWOOD Unscrewing something? 
 
MS EVANS (As Thomerson) Unlocking a door? 
 
MISS CLARK (As Terry, very dazed, but confident) Is it…Jurassic Park? 
 
 (LINDA, MS EVANS, BLUNT and TERRY stop and all turn to 

look at MISS CLARK. LINDA shakes her head, frustrated and 
mimes tossing a pancake.) 

 
BLUNT Are you painting? 
 
MS EVANS (As Thomerson) Looks like tossing pancakes? 
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 (LINDA mimes ‘good try’ nearly and points down the corridor) 
 
MS EVANS (As Thomerson) In the kitchen? 
 
 (LINDA jumps up and down excitedly and gives her the thumbs 

up then moves her hands up in front of her, fingers upwards, 
wiggling them to indicate flames) 

 
MS EVANS (As Thomerson) Fingers? 
 
BLUNT Hands? 
 
KENWOOD Gloves? 
 
 (LINDA shakes her head) 
 
MISS CLARK (As Terry, dazed and confidently pointing at Linda) Indiana 

Jones and the Temple of Doom! 
 
 (MS EVANS, BLUNT and LINDA all turn to look at MISS CLARK 

again. LINDA then changes tack and mimes striking a match on 
the side of a matchbox, continuing the garbled speak into the 
gas mask.) 

 
KENWOOD Fishing? 
 
BLUNT Whittling a stick? 
 
MS EVANS (As Thomerson) Are you whipping cream? 
 
MISS CLARK (As Terry, dazed) Is it…Titanic? 
 
 (LINDA glares at MISS CLARK through the mask, then mimes 

striking another match then mimes blowing it out) 
 
MS EVANS (As Thomerson) Are you lighting a match? 
 
 (LINDA punches the air, ecstatic and gives the thumbs up, then  

mimes lighting a match, lighting something and it growing into 
the flame mime and then a big inferno) 

 
MS EVANS (As Thomerson) Is…is something on fire? 

 
 (LINDA does a big, exhausted thumbs up and then points down 

the corridor.) 
 
MISS CLARK (As Terry, dazed) Yes! I’ve just remembered the second thing. 

(SHE holds up two fingers in the V sign) The kitchen’s been on 
fire! 

 
MS EVANS (As Thomerson, alarmed.) Oh my god. 
 
MISS CLARK (As Terry) Whole kitchen roof was ablaze. Smoke everywhere. 
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TERRY (As Kenwood) What? 
 
MISS CLARK (As Terry) Some idiot left a tray of pastries in the oven. 
 
MS EVANS (As Thomerson) But pastries are meant to be put in the oven. 
 
MISS CLARK (As Terry) Not if they’re in a tray made of cardboard.  
 
MS EVANS (As Thomerson, steadying herself) Oh my god.  
 
TERRY (As Kenwood, holding her arm) Hold on. Did you say had a fire? 
 
MISS CLARK (As Terry) Fire crew arrived, put out the fire. All the staff and 

children have been safely evacuated to the playground. 
 
MS EVANS (As Thomerson) But why didn’t the alarm go off? 
 
MISS CLARK (As Terry) It did go off in the rest of the building. Just not in here. 

It’s on the blink. That‘s why the alarm needs to be inspected. 
 
TERRY (As Kenwood to KENWOOD) So much for your people doing the 

testing. 
 
KENWOOD (Irritated) But...but I haven’t got any people. (Unsure) Have I? 
 
MISS CLARK (As Terry) So as Site Manager of the school, I have liaised with 

the inspector here (HE indicates LINDA) and have carried out a 
Health and Safety risk assessment. Anyone who is not a 
member of staff is required to leave the building. 

 
BLUNT Excellent....thank God. 
 
KENWOOD (Unsure) Am I a member of staff? 
 
MS EVANS (As Thomerson) Noo, remember, you’re the fire alarm inspector. 
 
KENWOOD Oh yes, so I am. 
 
MISS CLARK (To BLUNT and KENWOOD) So gentlemen, the inspector has 

asked me to escort you safely off the premises as soon as 
possible. 

 
 (BLUNT hurriedly begins to collect his belongings.)  
 
BLUNT It will be my pleasure. 
 
MS EVANS (As Thomerson) Yes, I need to talk to this inspector (indicating 

LINDA) about our Critical Incident Plan, how we are going to 
deal with the Press and whether or not I will be able to open the 
school tomorrow. 

 
TERRY (As Kenwood to MISS CLARK) If you could just give me a couple 

of minutes to sign off my inspection report. 
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MISS CLARK (As Terry) Of course Mr Kenwood. I’ll come back for you shortly. 
 
 (MISS CLARK ushers BLUNT and KENWOOD to the door.) 
 
BLUNT (Slightly sarcastic, to MS EVANS) You’d better phone Helsinki. 
 
MS EVANS Yes, I will. 
 
KENWOOD And I’ll come back and test the alarms another time. 
 
 (BLUNT and KENWOOD exit to reception. As soon as the door 

shuts, MS EVANS, LINDA and TERRY collapse exhausted onto 
the central coffee table chairs. LINDA lifts the mask up onto her 
forehead) 

 
MS EVANS  Linda Wilcox, you are amazing! 
 
TERRY How on earth did you come up with that? 
 
LINDA Well…see, there was this bag of clothes in the loo.  
 
TERRY  Miss Clark’s ‘maternity’ outfit 
 
LINDA It was full of uniforms and other weird stuff 
 
 (SHE indicates her uniform and mask) 
 
TERRY Miss Correction’s toolkit 
 
LINDA  (Pointing to toilet) So I just jumps out the window and...well, you 

know the rest. 
 
MS EVANS But what about the kitchen roof? 
 
LINDA There ain’t no fire, miss. I just made it up. 
 
MS EVANS Linda! 
 
TERRY That’s my girl.  
 
MS EVANS (To LINDA) Schools don’t need Ofsted inspections when their 

pupils turn out like you. 
 
LINDA Thanks, miss. 
 
MS EVANS Your dad would be so proud. 
 
LINDA Yeah, he always wanted me to be copper. 
 
MS EVANS Really? 
 
LINDA So I could help him from the inside. 
 
MS EVANS I think this calls for custard tarts all round? 
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 (MS EVANS goes to exit, but there is a knock to the Reception 

door and BLUNT enters. LINDA hurriedly puts the gas mask 
back on. THEY all turn to him and freeze.) 

 
BLUNT Sorry to interrupt. About that pump for my tyres. 
 
 (KENWOOD enters, still confused, beside him) 
 
KENWOOD Yes, and my car keys...are in my...trouser pocket. (HE points at 

the trousers TERRY is wearing.) 
 
 (MISS CLARK enters behind them and shuts the reception door 

behind her and stands with her back to the door.) 
 
MISS CLARK (As Terry) There’s someone else who really, really needs to see 

you Mrs Thomerson…it’s…the other Mrs Thomerson! 
 

(There is a moment.) 
 
(Everyone looks towards the Reception door from which there is 

 loud, insistent knocking.) 
 
(The toilet flushes and everyone turns and looks towards the 
toilet door which begins to open...) 

 
BLACK OUT 
 
CURTAIN 
 

   THE END 


